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(g) municipal and local institutions in 
Nunavut; 
(h) hospitals and charities in and for 
Nunavut; 
(i) the management and sale of the lands 
the right to the beneficial use or to the 
proceeds of which is appropriated to the 
Commissioner by section 49, and of the 
timber and wood on those lands; 
(j) direct taxation within Nunavut in order 
to raise revenue for territorial, municipal or 
local purposes; 
(k) licensing in order to raise revenue for 
territorial, municipal or local purposes; 
(l) property and civil rights in Nunavut; 
(m) education in and for Nunavut, subject 
to the condition that any law respecting 
education must provide that 
(i) a majority of the ratepayers of any part 
of Nunavut, by whatever name called, may 
establish such schools in that part as they 
think fit, and make the necessary 
assessment and collection of rates for those 
schools, and 
(ii) the minority of the ratepayers in that 
part of Nunavut, whether Protestant or 
Roman Catholic, may establish separate 
schools in that part and, if they do so, they 
are liable only to assessments of such rates 
as they impose on themselves in respect of 
those separate schools; 
(n) the preservation, use and promotion of 
the Inuktitut language, to the extent that 
the laws do not diminish the legal status of, 
or any rights in respect of, the English and 
French languages; 
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(o) the solemnization of marriage in 
Nunavut; 
(p) intoxicants in Nunavut, including the 
definition of what constitutes an intoxicant; 
(q) the incorporation of companies with 
territorial objects, excluding railway, 
steamship, air transport, telegraph and 
telephone companies; 
(r) agriculture in Nunavut; 
(s) the preservation of game in Nunavut; 
(t) the entering into of intergovernmental 
agreements by the Commissioner or any 
other official of the Government of 
Nunavut; 
(u) the expenditure of money for territorial 
purposes; 
(v) generally, all matters of a merely local 
or private nature in Nunavut; 
(w) the imposition of fines, penalties, 
imprisonment or other punishment in 
respect of the contravention of any law 
made by the Legislature; and 
(x) such other matters as the Governor in 
Council may, by order, designate. 
(2) Nothing in subsection (1) shall be 
construed as giving the Legislature greater 
powers with respect to any class of subjects 
described in that section than are given to 
the legislatures of the provinces by sections 
92 and 95 of the Constitution Act, 1867 
with respect to similar subjects described in 
those sections. 
(3) Subject to any other Act of Parliament, 
nothing in subsection (2) shall be construed 
as preventing the Legislature from making 
laws of general application that apply to or 
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in respect of Indians and Inuit. 
 
24. The Legislature may not make laws 
under section 23 that restrict or prohibit 
Indians or Inuit from hunting, on 
unoccupied Crown lands, for food game 
other than game declared by order of the 
Governor in Council to be game in danger of 
becoming extinct. 
 
25. For greater certainty, the Legislature 
may make laws under any other provision 
of this Act for the purpose of implementing 
the land claims agreement entered into by 
Her Majesty in right of Canada and the 
Inuit on May 25, 1993 or any other land 
claims agreement with an aboriginal people 
as may be designated by order of the 
Governor in Council. 
 
26. (1) Subject to any other Act of 
Parliament, the Legislature may make laws 
respecting the importation of intoxicants 
into Nunavut from any other place in 
Canada or elsewhere and defining what 
constitutes an intoxicant for the purposes of 
those laws. 
(2) The Importation of Intoxicating Liquors 
Act does not apply to the importation, 
sending, taking or transportation of 
intoxicating liquor into Nunavut. 
 
27. (1) The Legislature may make laws 
(a) for the borrowing of money by the 
Commissioner on behalf of Nunavut for 
territorial, municipal or local purposes; 
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(b) for the lending of money by the 
Commissioner to any person in Nunavut; 
and 
(c) for the investing by the Commissioner of 
surplus money standing to the credit of the 
Nunavut Consolidated Revenue Fund. 
(2) The aggregate of all borrowings must 
not exceed the maximum amount set under 
subsection (4). 
(3) The repayment of money borrowed 
under a law made pursuant to paragraph 
(1)(a), and the payment of interest on the 
money, is a charge on and payable out of 
the Nunavut Consolidated Revenue Fund. 
(4) The Governor in Council may, on the 
recommendation of the Minister of Finance, 
set the maximum amount of the aggregate 
of all borrowings. 
(5) The Governor in Council may, on the 
recommendation of the Minister of Finance, 
make regulations respecting borrowings for 
the purposes of subsections (2) and (4), 
including regulations respecting 
(a) what constitutes, or is deemed to 
constitute, borrowing; 
(b) the entities, or classes of entities, whose 
borrowings must be taken into account; and 
(c) the manner in which the value of a 
borrowing is determined. 
1993, c. 28, s. 27; 2012, c. 19, s. 215. 
 
28. (1) A copy of every law made by the 
Legislature shall be transmitted to the 
Governor in Council within thirty days 
after its enactment. 
(2) The Governor in Council may disallow 
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any law made by the Legislature or any 
provision of any such law at any time 
within one year after its enactment. 
 
Laws Applicable in Nunavut 
29. (1) Subject to this Act, on the day that 
section 3 comes into force, the ordinances of 
the Northwest Territories and the laws 
made under them that have been made, 
and not repealed, before that day are 
duplicated to the extent that they can apply 
in relation to Nunavut, with any 
modifications that the circumstances 
require. The duplicates are deemed to be 
laws of the Legislature and the laws made 
under them. 
(2) Subject to this Act, a law of the 
Legislature or a law made under it that is a 
duplicate of an ordinance of the Northwest 
Territories or a law made under it that is 
made, but not in force, on the day that 
section 3 comes into force, comes into force 
in accordance with its provisions. 
(3) Subsection 28(1) does not apply to laws 
of the Legislature under subsection (1). For 
the purpose of subsection 28(2), the period 
for the disallowance of a law that is a 
duplicate of an ordinance of the Northwest 
Territories is deemed to begin on the day 
that the ordinance of the Northwest 
Territories was made. 
(4) The laws in force or having effect in the 
Northwest Territories on the day that 
section 3 comes into force, other than the 
ordinances and the laws made under them 
referred to in subsection (1), continue to be 
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in force or to have effect in Nunavut to the 
extent that they can apply in Nunavut and 
in so far as they are not after that time 
repealed, amended, altered or rendered 
inoperable in respect of Nunavut. 
1993, c. 28, s. 29; 1998, c. 15, s. 4. 
 
29.1 The coming into force of section 3 does 
not affect a right, privilege, licence, permit, 
authorization, approval, certification, 
registration or filing, or any status 
provided, before the day that section 3 
comes into force, by or under the ordinances 
of the Northwest Territories. On or after 
that day, to the extent that it was in force 
or had effect and applied immediately 
before that day in relation to Nunavut, it is 
deemed, in relation to Nunavut, to have 
been provided by or under the laws of the 
Legislature. 
1998, c. 15, s. 4. 
 
30. (1) If, in or under any Act of Parliament 
or any law of the Legislature, an officer is 
designated to perform a function in relation 
to Nunavut and there is no person 
designated to perform that function, it may 
be performed by the person whose functions 
in relation to Nunavut are the most similar 
to that function or by any person that the 
Commissioner may designate to perform 
the function, and the performance of the 
function by that person is lawful and valid. 
(2) If, in or under any Act of Parliament or 
any law of the Legislature, a document or 
thing is to be transmitted to a designated 

…
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officer, court, territorial division or place 
and there is no person, court, territorial 
division or place so designated in Nunavut, 
the Commissioner may designate a person, 
court, territorial division or place to which 
the document or thing is to be transmitted 
or may dispense with the transmission, and 
the transmission or dispensation of 
transmission is lawful and valid. 
1993, c. 28, s. 30; 1998, c. 15, s. 4. 
 
Judicial Power 
Judicature 
31. (1) The Nunavut Court of Justice and 
the Court of Appeal of Nunavut are 
established as superior courts that have 
and may exercise in relation to Nunavut all 
the powers and jurisdiction that the 
Supreme Court of the Northwest 
Territories and the Court of Appeal of the 
Northwest Territories, respectively, had 
immediately before the day that section 3 
comes into force.  
(1.1) Subsection (1) does not limit the 
powers conferred on the Legislature by 
paragraph 23(1)(e). 
(2) The Governor in Council shall appoint 
the judges of the superior courts of 
Nunavut as described in subsection (1) or 
as may be established by the laws of the 
Legislature. 
(3) The judges of the superior courts in 
Nunavut hold office during good behaviour, 
but may be removed by the Governor in 
Council on address of the Senate and House 
of Commons and cease to hold office on 
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attaining the age of seventy-five years. 
1993, c. 28, s. 31; 1998, c. 15, s. 5; 1999, c. 3, 
s. 2. 
 
Nunavut Court of Justice 
32. A judge, other than a deputy judge, of 
the Supreme Court of Yukon and of the 
Supreme Court of the Northwest 
Territories is ex officio a judge of the 
Nunavut Court of Justice. 
1993, c. 28, s. 32; 1999, c. 3, s. 3; 2002, c. 7, 
s. 222. 
 
33. (1) The Governor in Council may 
appoint any person who is or has been a 
judge of a superior court in Canada or a 
barrister or advocate of at least ten years 
standing at the bar of any province as a 
deputy judge of the Nunavut Court of 
Justice and may fix that person’s 
remuneration and allowances. 
(2) A deputy judge may be appointed for 
any particular case or cases or for any 
specified period. 
(3) A deputy judge holds office during good 
behaviour, but may be removed by the 
Governor in Council on address of the 
Senate and House of Commons. 
(4) A deputy judge, while in office, has and 
may exercise and perform all the powers, 
duties and functions of a judge of that Court 
and any reference to a judge of the Nunavut 
Court of Justice is deemed to include a 
reference to the deputy judge. 
1993, c. 28, s. 33; 1999, c. 3, s. 4. 
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34. (1) If a law in force in Nunavut provides 
that a power, duty or function is to be 
exercised or performed by a provincial court 
judge, a stipendiary magistrate or a justice 
of the peace, the power, duty or function 
may be exercised or performed by a judge of 
the Nunavut Court of Justice. 
(2) For greater certainty, a power, duty or 
function exercised or performed under 
subsection (1) by a judge of the Nunavut 
Court of Justice is exercised or performed 
by that judge as a judge of a superior court. 
1993, c. 28, s. 34; 1999, c. 3, s. 5. 
 
35. (1) A judge of the Nunavut Court of 
Justice has and may exercise and perform, 
anywhere in Canada, all the powers, duties 
and functions of the Court with respect to 
any criminal offence committed or charged 
to have been committed in Nunavut. 
(2) All laws applicable to criminal 
proceedings in Nunavut apply in like 
manner to proceedings held under this 
section at any place outside Nunavut. 
(3) Any judgment, conviction, sentence or 
order pronounced or made in any 
proceedings held under this section outside 
Nunavut may be enforced or executed at 
the place at which it is pronounced or made 
or elsewhere, either in or outside Nunavut, 
as the judge of the Court may direct, and 
the proper officers of Nunavut have and 
may exercise all powers and authority 
necessary for the enforcement or execution 
thereof at the place where it is directed to 
be enforced or executed, notwithstanding 

 
1993, c. 28, s. 34; 1999, c. 3, s. 
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that the place is not in Nunavut. 
1993, c. 28, s. 35; 1999, c. 3, s. 6. 
 
Court of Appeal of Nunavut 
36. The Court of Appeal of Nunavut may sit 
in Nunavut and, unless the laws of the 
Legislature made after the coming into 
force of section 3 provide otherwise, in any 
other place in Canada. 
1993, c. 28, s. 36; 1998, c. 15, s. 6. 
 
Repeal 
37. Sections 32 to 36 and this section are 
repealed on a day or days to be fixed by 
order of the Governor in Council. 

 
 

37. 32 36

 

PART II 
GGENERAL  
Official Languages 
38. The law of the Legislature that, under 
subsection 29(1), is the duplicate of the 
ordinance of the Northwest Territories 
entitled the Official Languages Act may not 
be repealed, amended or otherwise 
rendered inoperable by the Legislature 
without the concurrence of Parliament by 
way of a resolution, if that repeal, 
amendment or measure that otherwise 
renders that law inoperable would have the 
effect of diminishing the rights and services 
provided for in that ordinance as enacted on 
June 28, 1984 and amended on June 26, 
1986. 
1993, c. 28, s. 38; 1998, c. 15, s. 7. 
 
Nunavut Consolidated Revenue Fund 
39. (1) All public moneys and revenue over 
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which the Legislature has the power of 
appropriation shall form a fund to be 
known as the Nunavut Consolidated 
Revenue Fund. 
(2) The Commissioner may establish, in the 
name of the Government of Nunavut, 
accounts for the deposit of public moneys 
and revenue with any member of the 
Canadian Payments Association or any 
local cooperative credit society that is a 
member of a central cooperative credit 
society having membership in that 
Association. 
 
40. The Assembly may not adopt or pass 
any vote, resolution, address or bill for the 
appropriation of any part of the public 
revenue of Nunavut, or of any tax, for any 
purpose that has not been first 
recommended to the Assembly by message 
of the Commissioner in the session in which 
the vote, resolution, address or bill is 
proposed. 
 
41. When a sum of money is granted to Her 
Majesty in right of Canada by Parliament 
to defray expenses for a specified public 
service in Nunavut, the power of 
appropriation by the Legislature over that 
sum is subject to the specified purpose for 
which it is granted. 
 
Territorial Accounts 
42. The fiscal year of Nunavut is the period 
beginning on April 1 in one year and ending 
on March 31 in the next year. 
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43. The Auditor General of Canada shall 
act as the auditor of Nunavut. 
 
44. The Commissioner shall, on or before 
December 31 of each fiscal year, lay before 
the Assembly a report, called the Territorial 
Accounts, for the preceding fiscal year of 
Nunavut, and the Assembly shall consider 
the report. 
 
45. The Territorial Accounts shall be 
prepared in such form as the Commissioner 
may direct and in accordance with 
accounting principles recommended by the 
Canadian Institute of Chartered 
Accountants or its successor and shall 
include 
(a) consolidated financial statements for 
Nunavut of 
(i) the financial position as at the end of the 
fiscal year, 
(ii) the accumulated surplus or deficit as at 
the end of the fiscal year, 
(iii) the revenues and expenditures for the 
fiscal year, and 
(iv) the changes in the financial position for 
the fiscal year; and 
(b) any other information or statements 
that are required in support of the 
consolidated financial statements or that 
are required by the Minister or by or under 
any law of the Legislature. 
1993, c. 28, s. 45; 1998, c. 15, s. 8. 
 
46. (1) The auditor of Nunavut shall audit 
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the accounts and financial transactions of 
Nunavut in each fiscal year in accordance 
with generally accepted auditing standards 
and report to the Assembly on the result of 
that audit, including whether, in the 
opinion of the auditor, 
(a) the consolidated financial statements for 
Nunavut presents fairly, in all material 
respects and in accordance with accounting 
principles recommended by the Canadian 
Institute of Chartered Accountants or its 
successor, the financial position of Nunavut 
as at the end of the fiscal year and the 
results of its operations in, and changes in 
its financial position for, the fiscal year; and 
(b) the transactions of Nunavut that have 
come to the notice of the auditor in the 
course of the audit of the consolidated 
financial statements have been within the 
powers of Nunavut under this Act and any 
other Act applicable to Nunavut. 
(2) The auditor of Nunavut shall call 
attention to any other matter falling within 
the scope of the audit made under 
subsection (1) that, in the opinion of the 
auditor, should be brought to the attention 
of the Assembly. 
 
47. At the request of the Commissioner, 
made on the advice of the Executive Council 
and with the agreement of the Governor in 
Council, the auditor of Nunavut may, if in 
the auditor’s opinion it does not interfere 
with the auditor’s primary responsibilities, 
inquire into and report to the Assembly 
(a) on any matter relating to the financial 
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affairs of Nunavut or to public property in 
Nunavut; or 
(b) on any person or organization that has 
received or is seeking financial aid from the 
Government of Nunavut. 
 
48. (1) The auditor of Nunavut has, in 
connection with the audit of the accounts of 
Nunavut, all the powers that the Auditor 
General of Canada has under the Auditor 
General Act in connection with the 
examination of the accounts of Canada. 
(2) Except as provided by any law made by 
the Legislature that expressly refers to this 
subsection, the auditor of Nunavut is 
entitled to free access at all convenient 
times to information that relates to the 
fulfilment of the auditor’s responsibilities 
and is entitled to require and receive from 
the public service of Nunavut such 
information, reports and explanations as 
the auditor considers necessary for that 
purpose. 
 
Lands 
49. (1) The following lands are and remain 
vested in Her Majesty in right of Canada: 
(a) land acquired with funds of Nunavut; 
(b) land in Nunavut acquired with funds of 
the Northwest Territories before the day on 
which section 3 comes into force; 
(c) public land, the administration and 
control of which has been transferred by the 
Governor in Council to the Commissioner of 
Nunavut; 
(d) public land, the administration and 
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control of which has been transferred by the 
Governor in Council to the Commissioner of 
the Northwest Territories before the day on 
which section 3 comes into force; 
(e) all roads, streets, lanes and trails on 
public land; 
(f) land acquired pursuant to tax sale 
proceedings by the Commissioner of 
Nunavut; and 
(g) land in Nunavut acquired pursuant to 
tax sale proceedings by the Commissioner 
of the Northwest Territories before the day 
on which section 3 comes into force. 
(2) The right to the beneficial use or to the 
proceeds of the lands referred to in 
subsection (1) is appropriated to the 
Commissioner, and the lands may be held 
by and in the name of the Commissioner for 
the beneficial use of the Government of 
Nunavut. 
(3) Subject to any law made by the 
Legislature, the Commissioner may 
manage, and sell, lease or otherwise dispose 
of, the lands referred to in subsection (1). 
(4) The Commissioner may, with the 
approval of the Governor in Council, 
relinquish the administration and control of 
the entire or any lesser interest in any land 
referred to in subsection (1), either in 
perpetuity or for any lesser term. 
(5) On the approval of the relinquishment, 
the appropriation under subsection (2), and 
the Commissioner’s rights and powers 
under subsections (2) and (3), in respect of 
the relinquished land or interest are 
terminated and the land or interest 
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becomes subject to the control of the 
Governor in Council. 
(6) The Governor in Council may transfer 
the administration of the land or interest to 
a Minister of the Government of Canada or 
to an agent corporation within the meaning 
of the Financial Administration Act. 
 
50. The Governor in Council may transfer, 
either in perpetuity or for any lesser term, 
the administration and control of the entire 
or any lesser interest in any public land to 
the Commissioner. 
 
50.1 (1) The Minister may, by instrument 
satisfactory to the Minister of Justice, 
transfer to the Commissioner the 
administration and control of the entire 
interest in any real property held under a 
lease entered into by the Minister for 
facilities for the Government of Nunavut or 
housing for its employees. The 
Commissioner is deemed to have accepted 
the transfer on the day the instrument is 
signed by the Minister. 
(2) The administration and control is 
deemed to have been transferred by the 
Governor in Council. 
(3) This section applies to a lease only if the 
instrument effecting the transfer is signed 
on or before March 31, 2004. 
1998, c. 15, s. 9. 
 
Cultural Sites and Property 
51. (1) The Governor in Council may make 
regulations for the protection, care and 
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preservation of sites, works, objects and 
specimens in Nunavut of palaeontological, 
archaeological, ethnological or historical 
importance, interest or significance and of 
explorers’ cairns and explorers’ documents 
in Nunavut. 
(2) Every person who contravenes any 
regulation made under subsection (1) is 
guilty of an offence punishable on summary 
conviction. 
 
52. (1) A peace officer who believes on 
reasonable grounds that any object, 
specimen or document has been removed, 
taken, shipped, had in possession or 
otherwise dealt in contravention of the 
regulations may, in Nunavut, without a 
warrant, seize the object, specimen or 
document. 
(2) A peace officer who makes a seizure 
under subsection (1) shall report the 
seizure as soon as practicable to a justice of 
the peace, who may, on being satisfied that 
the object, specimen or document was 
removed, taken, shipped, had in possession 
or otherwise dealt with in contravention of 
the regulations, declare it to be forfeited to 
Her Majesty in right of Canada and, on that 
declaration, it is forfeited. 
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*PART III 
*[Note: Part III repealed July 1, 1999.] 
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PART IV 
TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS 
Expenditures 
70. Until the first Legislative Assembly of 
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Nunavut is convened, the Commissioner of 
Nunavut may authorize the payment of 
monies out of the Nunavut Consolidated 
Revenue Fund for the purposes of defraying 
expenses incurred in respect of Nunavut for 
which there is no other lawful authority to 
defray. 
 
Interim Commissioner of Nunavut 
71. (1) The Governor in Council may 
establish the office of Interim 
Commissioner of Nunavut and may appoint 
a person to hold that office during pleasure 
until the appointment of the first 
Commissioner of Nunavut. 
(2) The Interim Commissioner shall act in 
accordance with any written directions 
given to the Interim Commissioner by the 
Minister. 
(3) Directions respecting the exercise of the 
powers conferred by section 72 or 75 shall 
be published in such manner as the 
Minister may determine. 
(4) In the event of the absence or incapacity 
of the Interim Commissioner, or if the office 
of Interim Commissioner is vacant, the 
Minister may, after consultation with the 
Government of the Northwest Territories 
and Tunngavik, appoint a person to act as 
Interim Commissioner until the Interim 
Commissioner resumes the exercise of the 
powers, duties and functions of that office 
or a replacement Interim Commissioner is 
appointed under subsection (1). 
1993, c. 28, s. 71; 1998, c. 15, s. 11. 
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72. (1) The Interim Commissioner may 
(a) enter into contracts for employment to 
begin on or after the day that section 3 
comes into force, by the Government of 
Nunavut with the persons that the Interim 
Commissioner considers necessary for the 
operations of that Government; 
(b) prescribe the duties of the persons 
referred to in paragraph (a) and the 
conditions of their employment consistent 
with the conditions of employment 
established by the Government of the 
Northwest Territories for its employees; 
(b.1) assign to a person referred to in 
paragraph (a) any powers, duties or 
functions provided for in or under the laws 
of the Legislature that the person is to have 
and exercise; 
(c) establish systems and processes for the 
Government of Nunavut, including the 
organization and administration of 
territorial courts; and 
(d) carry out such other functions as the 
Governor in Council may, by order, assign 
to the Interim Commissioner for the 
purposes of facilitating the assumption by 
the Government of Nunavut of any of its 
powers, duties or functions. 
(2) Agreements entered into pursuant to 
paragraph (1)(a) are binding on the 
Government of Nunavut. 
(2.1) An assignment referred to in 
paragraph (1)(b.1) that involves powers, 
duties or functions under an ordinance of 
the Northwest Territories entitled the 
Legislative Assembly and Executive 

3

 
 (b) (a)

 
 (b.1) (a)

 
 (c) 

 
 (d) 

 
(2) (1)(a)

 
(2.1) (1)(b.1)

Tunngavik
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Council Act or flowing from an appointment 
made, on the recommendation of the 
Executive Council or the Council of the 
Northwest Territories, by the 
Commissioner of the Northwest Territories 
is subject to prior consultation by the 
Interim Commissioner with the 
Government of the Northwest Territories 
and Tunngavik. 
(2.2) The assignment referred to in 
paragraph (1)(b.1) is deemed to have been 
made in accordance with the laws that 
provide for those powers, duties and 
functions. 
(3) The Government of Nunavut may alter, 
revoke or replace any system or process 
established pursuant to paragraph (1)(c). 
1993, c. 28, s. 72; 1998, c. 15, s. 12. 
 
73. (1) The Interim Commissioner may, 
with the approval of the Governor in 
Council, enter into agreements 
(a) with the Government of Canada in 
respect of federal government programs or 
other federal responsibilities in relation to 
Nunavut, including the supply of goods or 
services; 
(a.1) with the Government of Canada, the 
Government of the Northwest Territories, 
the government of a province or any person 
in respect of programs or other 
responsibilities of the Government of 
Nunavut, including the supply of goods or 
services; 
(b) with the Government of Canada or the 
Northwest Territories for funding in 

(2.2) (1)(b.1)

 
(3) (1)(c)

 
1993, c. 28, s. 72; 1998, c. 15, s. 
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respect of Nunavut; 
(c) with the Government of the Northwest 
Territories for the division of its assets and 
liabilities between Nunavut and the 
Northwest Territories, including rights and 
obligations arising under a contract entered 
into by the Government of the Northwest 
Territories; and 
(d) with the Government of the Northwest 
Territories for the transfer, despite any law 
or any contractual restriction, of 
information in its possession to the 
Government of Nunavut. 
(1.1) The Commissioner shall cause to be 
laid before the Legislative Assembly of 
Nunavut any agreement entered into under 
subsection (1). 
(2) Subject to subsections (3) and (4), 
agreements entered into pursuant to this 
section are binding on the Government of 
Nunavut. 
(2.1) The approval of the Governor in 
Council is not required for the Interim 
Commissioner to enter into an agreement 
under paragraph (1)(a) or (a.1) if the 
maximum total amount that the 
Government of Nunavut must pay under 
the agreement, including any renewal of 
the agreement under its terms to which the 
other party is entitled, is less than the 
greater of 
(a) $400,000, and 
(b) any other amount that the Governor in 
Council may, by order, prescribe for those 
agreements or any category of them. 
(3) The Government of Nunavut may, by 

 
(1.1) (1)

 
(2) (3) (4)
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giving notice in writing, terminate any 
agreement entered into with a government 
under paragraph (1)(a) or (a.1) at the end of 
the fiscal year following that in which the 
notice is given. 
(4) An agreement entered into pursuant to 
paragraph (1)(b) terminates two years after 
the coming into force of section 3, unless the 
agreement provides for an earlier 
termination. 
(5) An agreement entered into under 
paragraph (1)(c) may affect the rights or 
obligations of a party that has entered into 
a contract with the Government of the 
Northwest Territories only if, before the 
agreement is entered into, the party 
consents to being so affected. 
(6) Despite subsection (5), an agreement 
entered into under paragraph (1)(c) may 
assign to the Government of Nunavut any 
right or obligation of the Government of the 
Northwest Territories arising under a 
contract entered into by it with a party that 
is not a government even if the contract 
does not allow for, or the party does not 
consent to, the assignment. The assignment 
binds the party but, unless the contract 
allows for the assignment or the party 
consents to it, the agreement must provide 
for compensation to the party for costs or 
losses, if any, arising from the assignment. 
(7) The possession and use, by the 
Government of Nunavut, of information 
transferred under an agreement entered 
into under paragraph (1)(d) shall be subject 
to 

 
(6) (5) (1)(c)

 
(7) (1)(d)

 
 (a) 

 
 (b) 
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(a) the conditions contained in any contract 
entered into by the Government of the 
Northwest Territories that apply to the 
possession and use of the information, as if 
the Government of Nunavut were a party to 
the contract; 
(b) the conditions contained in any federal 
law that apply to the possession and use, by 
the Government of the Northwest 
Territories, of the information; and 
(c) all laws of the Legislature that apply to 
the possession and use of the information. 
1993, c. 28, s. 73; 1998, c. 15, s. 13. 
 
73.1 (1) In the absence of an agreement on a 
matter under paragraph 73(1)(c), the 
Governor in Council may, on the 
recommendation of the Minister, by order, 
(a) in the case of any property, other than 
property referred to in section 44 of the 
Northwest Territories Act, transfer 
ownership of the property to the 
Government of Nunavut from the 
Government of the Northwest Territories; 
or 
(b) in the case of a contract entered into 
between the Governments of Canada and 
the Northwest Territories giving rise to 
rights or obligations of the Government of 
the Northwest Territories, terminate the 
contract. 
(2) The Minister shall, before making the 
recommendation, consult with the 
Government of the Northwest Territories 
and the Interim Commissioner and shall, 
after that consultation, notify that 

1993, c. 28, s. 73; 1998, c. 15, s. 
13. 
 
73.1 (1) 73 (1)(c)
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1993, c. 28, s. 74; 1998, c. 15, s. 
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Government and the Interim Commissioner 
of the contents of the recommendation. 
(3) An order under subsection (1) may be 
made only on or before the day that section 
3 comes into force, but it takes effect on 
that day. 
1998, c. 15, s. 14. 
 
74. The Government of Canada or the 
Northwest Territories may carry out any 
programs in accordance with any 
agreement entered into under paragraph 
73(1)(a.1). 
1993, c. 28, s. 74; 1998, c. 15, s. 14. 
 
75. (1) The Interim Commissioner may 
employ such employees as the Interim 
Commissioner considers necessary for the 
proper conduct of the Interim 
Commissioner’s work and may prescribe 
their duties and the conditions of their 
employment consistent with the conditions 
of employment established by the 
Government of the Northwest Territories 
for its employees. 
(2) The employment of persons by the 
Interim Commissioner terminates not later 
than the day on which the first 
Commissioner is appointed. 
(3) An employee to whom this section 
applies who becomes employed by a 
department or portion of government that 
is a part of the Public Service as defined in 
subsection 3(1) of the Public Service 
Superannuation Act within three months 
after the day that the employment with the 

14. 
 
75. (1) 
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Interim Commissioner terminates is not 
entitled to severance pay for the 
termination of that employment. 
(4) For greater certainty, the Interim 
Commissioner may enter into contracts for 
the supply of goods or services considered 
necessary for the proper conduct of the 
Interim Commissioner’s work. 
(5) Subsection (4) is deemed to have come 
into force on November 26, 1996 and any 
contract entered into by the Interim 
Commissioner before this section comes 
into force is deemed to have been entered 
into under this Act, to the extent that the 
Interim Commissioner could enter into the 
contract under this section. 
1993, c. 28, s. 75; 1998, c. 15, s. 15. 
 
Council of the Northwest Territories 
76. (1) A member of the Council of the 
Northwest Territories whose electoral 
district does not include any of the 
communities listed in Schedule II ceases, on 
the coming into force of section 3, to be a 
member of the Council. 
(2) If the name of a community listed in 
Schedule II is changed, the reference in 
that Schedule to the name of the 
community shall be construed as a 
reference to the new name of the 
community. 
 
First Elections 
76.01 (1) Despite section 14 and any law of 
the Legislature, for the first elections of 
members of the Legislative Assembly, the 

76. (1) 

3

 
(2) 
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Governor in Council shall, by order, 
prescribe the number of members of the 
Assembly and describe and name the 
electoral districts in Nunavut, but in no 
event shall the number of members of the 
first Assembly be fewer than ten. 
(2) Writs for the first elections of members 
of the Assembly shall, subject to the laws 
governing those elections, be issued no later 
than thirty days after the day that section 3 
comes into force. 
1998, c. 15, s. 16. 
 
76.02 (1) Despite the laws of the 
Legislature, the laws governing the first 
elections of members of the Assembly are 
the laws that apply to the conduct of 
elections in the Northwest Territories on 
the day that this section comes into force, 
with any modifications that the Governor in 
Council may, by order, prescribe. 
(2) A notice of a proposed order shall be 
published in the Canada Gazette at least 
thirty days before the order is made and an 
opportunity shall be given to interested 
persons to make representations to the 
Minister about the proposed order. The 
notice may be published before this section 
comes into force. 
(3) Once a notice is published under 
subsection (2), no further notice is required 
to be published about any amendment to 
the proposed order that results from 
representations made by interested 
persons. 
(4) The chief electoral officer for the first 
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elections of members of the Assembly is the 
Chief Electoral Officer of the Northwest 
Territories. 
1998, c. 15, s. 16. 
 
76.03 (1) Despite section 15, the Governor 
in Council may, before the day that section 
3 comes into force, give the chief electoral 
officer instructions to issue the writs for the 
first elections of members of the Assembly. 
(2) The day for the return of those writs 
must be set in accordance with the laws 
governing the elections and may be before 
or after the coming into force of section 3. 
(3) For greater certainty, a candidate who is 
elected, before the day that section 3 comes 
into force, is not, for any purpose, a member 
of the Assembly until the Assembly is 
established under section 13. 
1998, c. 15, s. 16. 
 
76.04 Despite any other law, a member of 
the Council of the Northwest Territories 
may be a candidate, and be declared 
elected, in the first elections of members of 
the Assembly without affecting, before the 
day that section 3 comes into force, her or 
his qualifications to sit or vote as a member 
of the Council. 
1998, c. 15, s. 16. 
 
76.05 [Repealed, 2014, c. 2, s. 43] 
 
Public Offices and Bodies 
76.06 (1) Subject to this Part, on the day 
that section 3 comes into force, for every 

3
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public office or public body established or 
continued by an ordinance of the Northwest 
Territories that has, immediately before 
that day, powers, duties or functions in 
relation to both a part of the Northwest 
Territories described in section 3 and a part 
of the rest of those Territories and for every 
office or body on a list made under 
subsection (3), there is established, with 
any modifications that the circumstances 
require, by the laws of the Legislature a 
duplicate and distinct office or body, with 
the same powers, duties or functions in 
relation to Nunavut. 
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to courts of 
the Northwest Territories. 
(2.1) For greater certainty, the Nunavut 
Court of Justice has and may exercise in 
relation to Nunavut the powers, duties and 
functions of any territorial court referred to 
in a law duplicated under subsection 29(1). 
(3) Before the day that section 3 comes into 
force, the Governor in Council may, on the 
recommendation of the Minister of the 
Government of the Northwest Territories 
responsible for intergovernmental affairs 
and the Interim Commissioner, by order, 
make the list referred to in subsection (1). 
(4) To the extent that the assets and 
liabilities of an office or body referred to in 
subsection (1), or any funds that it 
administers, are not subject to paragraph 
73(1)(c), they continue, on and after the day 
that section 3 comes into force, to be the 
assets and liabilities of the office or body of 
the Northwest Territories, or funds 
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administered by it, until they are fairly 
divided between that office or body and the 
corresponding office or body of Nunavut. 
(5) The division may occur by 
(a) an agreement between those offices or 
bodies; or 
(b) in the absence of an agreement, an order 
of the Supreme Court of the Northwest 
Territories on an application by either office 
or body made on or after the day that is one 
year after the day that section 3 comes into 
force. 
(6) A division made under paragraph (5)(b) 
must, to the extent possible, put each office 
or body into the position that it would have 
been in had a fair division of the assets and 
liabilities, and administered funds, 
occurred on the day that section 3 comes 
into force. 
1998, c. 15, s. 16; 1999, c. 3, s. 7. 
 
76.07 (1) Subject to this Act, on the day that 
section 3 comes into force, a public office or 
public body established or continued by an 
ordinance of the Northwest Territories that 
has, immediately before that day, powers, 
duties or functions in relation only to the 
part of the Northwest Territories described 
in that section and an office or a body on a 
list made under subsection (2) is continued 
for Nunavut only, with the same powers, 
duties or functions, but is deemed to have 
been established by the laws of the 
Legislature. 
(2) Before the day that section 3 comes into 
force, the Governor in Council may, on the 
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recommendation of the Minister of the 
Government of the Northwest Territories 
responsible for intergovernmental affairs 
and the Interim Commissioner, by order, 
make the list referred to in subsection (1). 
(3) Persons who are, immediately before the 
day that section 3 comes into force, office 
holders or officers or employees of the 
offices and bodies referred to in subsection 
(1) continue, on and after that day, to 
occupy their respective positions, with the 
same tenure, but they are deemed to hold, 
and to have assumed, them under the laws 
of the Legislature. 
1998, c. 15, s. 16. 
 
76.08 (1) The terms of a collective 
agreement entered into by the Minister 
responsible for the ordinance of the 
Northwest Territories entitled the Public 
Service Act, and any arbitration decision in 
relation to the collective agreement, that is 
in force on the day immediately before the 
coming into force of section 3 remains in 
force after that day in relation to Nunavut 
and the corresponding employees of the 
Government of Nunavut with the 
substitution of the Government of Nunavut 
for the Government of the Northwest 
Territories as the employer and any other 
modifications that the circumstances 
require. 
(2) In relation to Nunavut, a collective 
agreement referred to in subsection (1) 
expires in accordance with its terms and 
any laws that apply to it unless the parties 
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to the collective agreement agree, before the 
expiry date, that the collective agreement 
expires on a later date that may not be later 
than March 31, 2000. 
1998, c. 15, s. 16. 
 
Pending Matters 
76.09 (1) Subject to subsection (3), 
jurisdiction over a matter that was pending 
before an office or body of the Northwest 
Territories referred to in subsection 
76.06(1) immediately before the day that 
section 3 comes into force is transferred, on 
that day, to the extent that it relates to 
Nunavut, to the corresponding duplicate 
office or body established for Nunavut. The 
office or body of the Northwest Territories 
retains jurisdiction to deal with the matter 
to the extent that it relates to the 
Northwest Territories. 
(2) For greater certainty, the transfer under 
subsection (1) of a pending matter does not 
affect the validity of any steps taken or 
documents filed before the transfer and 
those steps or documents, to the extent that 
they relate to Nunavut, are deemed to have 
been taken or filed, respectively, under the 
laws of the Legislature. 
(3) The Interim Commissioner may enter 
into an agreement with the Government of 
the Northwest Territories to allow an office 
or body of the Northwest Territories to 
retain, despite the coming into force of 
section 3, jurisdiction over a matter 
referred to in subsection (1) in relation to 
Nunavut. Any rights, privileges, licences, 
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permits, authorizations, approvals, 
certificates, registrations or filings, or any 
status or decision, in relation to Nunavut in 
the matter, whenever provided, are deemed 
to have been provided for by or under the 
laws of the Legislature. 
(4) This section does not apply to matters to 
which section 76.1 applies. 
1998, c. 15, s. 16. 
 
76.10 (1) A court, judge or justice of 
Nunavut has jurisdiction over any matter 
commenced, on or after the day that section 
3 comes into force, even if the events giving 
rise to the matter occurred before that day, 
to the extent that it would have been within 
the jurisdiction of that court, judge or 
justice had those events occurred after that 
day. 
(2) A court, judge or justice of the 
Northwest Territories retains jurisdiction, 
until all appeals or reviews are exhausted, 
over any matter commenced before the day 
that section 3 comes into force, if it would 
have been within the jurisdiction of a court, 
judge or justice of Nunavut had it 
commenced after that day. 
(3) For greater certainty, an appeal or 
review mentioned in subsection (2) includes 
a new trial ordered and any appeal or 
review in relation to the new trial. 
1998, c. 15, s. 16; 1999, c. 3, s. 8. 
 
76.11 (1) A court, judge or justice of the 
Northwest Territories may, by order, 
transfer any matter referred to in 

 
1998, c. 15, s. 16; 1999, c. 3, s. 
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subsection 76.1(2) to the Nunavut Court of 
Justice if the court, judge or justice of the 
Northwest Territories is satisfied that the 
transfer is in the interests of the 
administration of justice. 
(2) If a court, judge or justice makes an 
order under subsection (1), the order shall 
provide for the transfer of the record and 
any material relating to the matter to the 
Nunavut Court of Justice or to an 
appropriate officer of Nunavut. 
(3) A record that is transferred by an order 
made under subsection (2) is deemed to be 
part of the record of the Nunavut Court of 
Justice. Any order or decision made or 
document issued by a court, judge or justice 
of the Northwest Territories in relation to 
the matter that is transferred is deemed to 
have been made or issued by the Nunavut 
Court of Justice. 
1998, c. 15, s. 16; 1999, c. 3, s. 9. 
 
76.12 (1) For any matter referred to in 
section 76.1 or 76.11, 
(a) the territorial courts, including superior 
courts, of the Northwest Territories may 
exercise and perform all their powers, 
duties and functions in any place in both 
the Northwest Territories and Nunavut; 
and 
(b) the Nunavut Court of Justice may 
exercise and perform all of its powers, 
duties and functions in any place in 
Nunavut and, unless the laws of the 
Legislature made after the coming into 
force of section 3 provide otherwise, in the 
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Northwest Territories. 
(2) The laws that apply to a matter before a 
court when it sits in the other territory 
under subsection (1) are the laws that 
would apply if it heard the matter in the 
territory where it normally sits. 
(3) Any judgment, conviction, sentence or 
order pronounced or made in any matter 
commenced in the Northwest Territories 
before the day section 3 comes into force 
may be enforced or executed at any place in 
Nunavut or the Northwest Territories as 
the court with jurisdiction over the matter 
may direct, and the proper officers of the 
territory in which the judgment, conviction, 
sentence or order is to be enforced or 
executed may exercise all powers and 
authority necessary for that purpose. 
1998, c. 15, s. 16; 1999, c. 3, s. 10. 
 
76.13 (1) The justices of the peace of the 
Northwest Territories who reside, 
immediately before the day that section 3 
comes into force, in the territory referred to 
in section 3 are deemed to have been 
appointed justices of the peace under the 
laws of the Legislature and to have and 
exercise the powers, duties or functions of 
justices of the peace under the laws that 
apply in Nunavut. 
(2) In any matter referred to in subsection 
76.1(2), the justices of the peace of the 
Northwest Territories referred to in 
subsection (1), despite their residency in 
Nunavut on and after the day that section 3 
comes into force, continue to hold the office 

3
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of justice of the peace of the Northwest 
Territories and to have and exercise, in 
Nunavut, the powers, duties or functions of 
justices of the peace of the Northwest 
Territories. 
1998, c. 15, s. 16. 
PART V 
CCONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS AND 
CCOMING INTO FORCE  
Northwest Territories Act 
77. to 77.3 [Amendments] 
 
Other Consequential Amendments 
78. [Amendments] 
 
Coming into Force 
*79. (1) Subject to subsection (2), this Act or 
any provision of this Act or of any Act as 
amended by this Act shall come into force 
on April 1, 1999 or on such earlier day or 
days as the Governor in Council may fix by 
order. 
(2) Part III shall come into force on the day 
that is six months after the day on which 
this Act is assented to or on such earlier 
day as the Governor in Council may fix by 
order. 
*[Note: Part III in force December 10, 1993; 
sections 1 and 4 in force June 20, 1996, see 
SI/96-51; sections 71 to 75 in force 
November 26, 1996, see SI/96-102; sections 
1, 121 and 126 of Schedule III in force 
November 27, 1997, see SI/97-136; 
subsection 14(2) in force June 1, 1998, see 
SI/98-69; subsection 128(2) of Schedule III 
deemed to have come into force November 
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26, 1996, see 1998, c. 15, s. 37(2); the 
definition “Tunngavik” in section 2 and 
sections 50.1, 76.01 to 76.07 and 76.09 in 
force June 11, 1998, see 1998, c. 15, s. 52(1); 
sections 9, 16 and 51 in force November 27, 
1998, see SI/98-112.] 

1998, c. 15, s. 37(2)
 50.1 76.01

76.07 76.09
Tunngavik 1998
6 11 1998, c. 15, s. 

52(1)  n force June 11, 
1998 1998, c. 15, s. 52(1)

 9 16 51 1998
11 2 see SI/98-112
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COMPILATION OF VIEWS AND INFORMATION RECEIVED ON SUB-TASKS (i), (ii), 
(iii) AND (iv) CONCERNING HOW TASKS 7, 10 AND 12 COULD BEST CONTRIBUTE 
TO WORK UNDER THE CONVENTION AND TO THE NAGOYA PROTOCOL 

INTRODUCTION 

1. As requested by the Conference of the Parties in 

paragraphs 4 and 5 of decision XII/12 D, the 

Executive Secretary is circulating herewith, for the 

information of participants in the ninth meeting of the 

Ad Hoc Open-ended Inter-Sessional Working Group 

on Article 8(j) and Related Provisions, a compilation 

of views and comments submitted to the Secretariat 

regarding how tasks 7, 10 and 12 could best 

contribute to work under the Convention and the 

Nagoya Protocol, including information on community 

protocols, model clauses, best practices, experiences 

and practical examples for the prior informed consent 

or approval and involvement processes for access to 

the knowledge, innovations and practices of 

indigenous and local communities relevant for the 

conservation and sustainable use of biological 

diversity and for the sharing of benefits, to assist the 

Working Group in its discussions.  

2. Submissions have been reproduced in the form 

and languages in which they were provided to the 

Secretariat. Submissions were received from: 

Australia; Bolivia; Brazil; Canada; Ecuador; Finland; 

Honduras; India; New Zealand; Norway; Peru; 

Sweden; Natural Justice and the Sami Parliament. 
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Related Provisions 9
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A. Submission from Parties A.  
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Canada 

1. Co-Management Committees under the Inuit 

Impact and Benefit Agreement for National Wildlife 

Areas and Migratory Bird Sanctuaries 

Environment Canada maintains a national network of 

conservation areas which includes National Wildlife 

Areas and Migratory Bird Sanctuaries. A total of 13 of 

these conservation areas are in the Nunavut 

Settlement Area. Nunavut covers a large portion of 

northern Canada: almost 1.88 million km2 of land and 

161,000 km2 of water. In 2007, Environment Canada, 

Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated, and four 

Designated Inuit Organizations completed 

negotiations on the first umbrella Inuit Impact and 

Benefit Agreement associated with all of Environment 

Canada’s existing and proposed National Wildlife 

Areas and Migratory Bird Sanctuaries in the Nunavut 

Settlement Area, concluding nine years of 

negotiations under the Nunavut Land Claim 

Agreement.  

 

One of Environment Canada’s core activities under 

the Inuit Impact and Benefit Agreement is the 

administration and coordination of nine Area 

Co-Management Committees associated with its 13 

conservation areas. The Area Co-Management 

Committees are based in the communities closest to 

the protected areas. The Area Co-Management 

Committees consist of six members, three of whom 

are appointed by the relevant Regional Inuit 

Association and three by Environment Canada. All 

Area Co-Management Committee members but one 

are beneficiaries of the Nunavut Land Claim 

Agreement that are appointed from the relevant 

adjacent community; the Vice–Chair of the Area 
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Co-Management Committee is an employee of 

Environment Canada’s Canadian Wildlife Service.  

Each Area Co-Management Committee is tasked 

with the development of a management plan for their 

protected area, providing advice to the Minister of the 

Environment on a variety of matters, including 

permitting, and other functions set out in the Inuit 

Impact and Benefit Agreement. The committees meet 

in person at least once per year. 

 

The unique relationship between the Inuit of Nunavut 

and the ecosystems of the Nunavut Settlement Area 

is ecological, spiritual and social in nature and is 

recognized as the first principle of the Inuit Impact 

and Benefit Agreement, which states that « Inuit 

Qaujimajatuqangit is a related body of knowledge, 

which is necessary to and which Inuit shall bring to 

responsible decision-making regarding the lands, 

waters and marine areas of the Nunavut Settlement 

Area ».  

 

The Inuit Impact and Benefit Agreement further set 

as a co-management objective that « 

decision-making for Migratory Bird Sanctuaries and 

National Wildlife Areas that is substantially informed 

and influenced by Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit ». The Inuit 

Impact and Benefit Agreement also indicates that, “in 

formulating their advice to the Minister, Area CoM 

Commttees shall carefully consider Inuit 

Qaujimajatuqangit brought forward by any member” 

and that “In all significant policy decisions [affecting 

National Wildlife Areas or Migratory Bird Sanctuaries] 

the Minister shall carefully consider Inuit 

Qaujimajatuqangit documented and presented to the 

Minister by an Area Co-Management Committees ».  
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2. Wildlife Management Boards – Polar Bear Harvest 

Canada is home to approximately 16 000 polar bears 

-- about two-thirds of the global population. Thirteen 

of nineteen polar bear subpopulations across the 

circumpolar Arctic are managed by Canada. One unit 

is shared with the United States and three are shared 

with Greenland. The polar bear population in Canada 

has been stable over the past 10 years. Some 

subpopulations have increased over this period, 

while others have declined. Canada’s responsive 

management and monitoring system ensures that 

signals of decline are observed and addressed. 

 

Canada’s federal government collaborates with other 

governments in Canada, wildlife management boards 

and Inuit organizations, in the co-management of 

polar bears. Wildlife Management Boards, 

established under Land Claims Agreements, in the 

Canadian North are the primary institutions for wildlife 

management. For example, the Wildlife Management 

Boards make decisions at the sub-population level on 

harvest quotas following the consideration of both 

science and Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge 

sources.  

 

In Canada, the polar bear harvest is very important 

socially, culturally and economically for many 

northern people; a successful hunt brings food and a 

source of income to households. Aboriginal people 

are given harvest rights under land claims. 

Public/written hearings are held in which information 

is presented from a variety of sources, including Inuit 

organizations, Hunters and Trappers Organizations, 

Regional Wildlife Offices and community members. 
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All sources of information are considered by the 

Wildlife Management Boards in their deliberation 

process. The harvest of polar bears is strictly 

controlled, monitored, and adjusted as needed for 

sustainable use. Once a decision has been made, it 

is forward to the responsible Minister for approval 

and implementation. Once a quota has been 

established, the Regional Wildlife Offices allocate the 

harvest tags to Hunters and Trappers Organizations 

who in turn distribute them to hunters in the 

communities. The involvement of Aboriginal 

communities, and consideration of their Traditional 

Knowledge, leads to better decisions that are 

well-respected by community members. 

 

3. Management of the Porcupine Caribou Herd 

The Porcupine Caribou Herd is managed 

internationally (Canada-US) by the International 

Porcupine Caribou Board signed in 1987. Within 

Canada, the Porcupine Caribou Herd is managed 

under the Porcupine Caribou Management 

Agreement signed in 1985, and which played a role in 

establishing the International Porcupine Caribou 

Board. The objectives of the Parties to the 

International Porcupine Caribou Board are: 

a. To conserve the Porcupine Caribou Herd and its 

habitat through international co-operation and 

coordination so that the risk of irreversible damage or 

long-term adverse effects as a result of use of 

caribou or their habitat is minimized; 

 b. To ensure opportunities for customary and 

traditional uses of the Porcupine Caribou Herd: 

  1) in Alaska, by rural Alaska residents; and 

  2) in Yukon and the Northwest Territories, by 

 

 

3. 

 

1987

1985

 

 a. 

 

b. 

 

  1) 

 

  2) 
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Native and other users as defined by Porcupine 

Caribou Management Agreement; 

 c. To enable users of Porcupine Caribou to 

participate in the international co-ordination of the 

conservation of the Porcupine Caribou Herd and its 

habitat; 

 d. To encourage co-operation and communication 

among governments, users of Porcupine Caribou 

and others to achieve these objectives. 

 

In Canada, the Porcupine Caribou Management 

Board is a co-management board, responsible for 

setting recommendations to governments concerning 

the conservation and sustainable use of the 

Porcupine Caribou Herd. Due to the natural high 

variability of barren-ground caribou herds, the low 

productivity of the Porcupine Caribou Herd, and in 

response to concerns in the late 2000’s about the 

size of the herd, the Porcupine Caribou Management 

Board developed a Harvest Management Plan for the 

Porcupine Caribou Herd in Canada in 2010. The 

Harvest Management Plan is a lengthy document 

that speaks to the commitment of the parties to 

cooperatively manage the resource. The Harvest 

Management Plan uses a set of annually updated 

indicators (based on both scientific and Aboriginal 

Traditional Knowledge) to track the condition of the 

herd to ensure harvest is sustainable. Further 

subcomponents of the Harvest Management Plan, 

such as the implementation plan, speaks to 

cooperative collection and analysis of science and 

traditional information. 

 

4. Parks Canada 
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Parks Canada recently produced a Resource Guide 

entitled Promising Pathways: Strengthening 

Engagement and Relationships with Aboriginal 

Peoples in Parks Canada Heritage Places. This 

guide was developed to help support and strengthen 

engagement and relationship building with Aboriginal 

peoples in national parks, national historic sites, and 

national marine conservation areas across Canada. 

This guide is fundamental to all Parks Canada future 

work moving forward.  

 

5. Canada’s 2020 Biodiversity Target on Aboriginal 

Traditional Knowledge 

On February 9, 2015, Canada announced national 

biodiversity goals and targets for 2020. One of 

Canada’s targets, Target 15 reads: “By 2020, 

Aboriginal traditional knowledge is respected, 

promoted and, where made available by Aboriginal 

peoples, regularly, meaningfully and effectively 

informing biodiversity conservation and management 

decision-making.” 

 

The preamble of the 2020 Biodiversity Goals and 

Targets for Canada highlights that:  

 

Implementation of the goals and targets will rely on 

meaningful, full and effective participation of 

Aboriginal peoples, including First Nations, Inuit and 

Métis peoples. In this respect, while Aboriginal 

traditional knowledge and customary use of biological 

resources are specifically highlighted under targets 

12 and 15, the traditional knowledge, innovations and 

practices of Aboriginal communities are relevant for 

implementing all of Canada’s biodiversity goals and 
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targets, as is protecting and encouraging customary 

use of biological resources compatible with their 

conservation and sustainable use. 
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70 http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/const/page-1.html 
71 http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/const/ 
72 http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/i-5/ 
73 http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/F-11.8/ 
74 http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/i-7/ 
75 http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/i-6/ 
76 http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/const/ 
77 http://www.biodivcanada.ca/default.asp?lang=En&n=936B63F8-1&offset=6&toc=show 
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TITLE: Collections Development and 
Management Policy 

 

 

I Policy Statement/Objective 

 

This policy defines the sustainable 
development and sound management of 
the collections, serving the legislated 
mandate of the Canadian Museum of 
Nature (CMN), and resulting in their 
long-term use. 

 

This policy is established In accordance 
with the Museums Act [1990,c.3], 
Sections 11 and 12 outlining the purpose, 
capacity and powers of the Canadian 
Museum of Nature in relation to the 
development and management of 
collections (see Appendix). 

 

  

 

CMN

 

 

11 12

 

 

II Policy 

 

Definitions 

 

Collection refers to a group of 
specimens with like characteristics or a 
common base of association (e.g., 
geographic, taxonomic, donor, discipline 
etc.) which may also include objects, 
documents and data under the care of the 
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Museum. 

 

Collection development consists of any 
activity resulting in an addition to 
(acquisition) or deletion from (disposition) 
the collections in the course of moving 
toward established goals. 

Collection management consists of 
activities or decisions that seek to 
exercise an appropriate balance between 
the use and preservation of collections as 
important scientific and educational 
resources. 

 

National Collection refers to the 
permanent and primary collections of the 
CMN, constituted primarily of natural 
history scientific specimens. 

 

Nature Art Collection, Photo Collection 
and Historical Collection refer to 
secondary collection programs of the 
Museum, including material culture 
artifacts, photos, and works of art in 
various media which demonstrate the 
works of humankind as inspired by the 
natural world, or reflect the history of the 
Museum as an institutional entity.   

 

Policy 

 

Development of the Collections: 

The collecting function is at the core of 

 

 

 

CMN
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museum business, an essential element 
which must be carried out on a sustained 
basis. The collections are a core product 
of research conducted by Museum 
personnel and others. They are the 
evidence-based assemblage and 
documentation of this research. 

 

 

The CMN National Collection is a body of 
scientific work, developed and preserved 
for purposes of research, study and for 
the dissemination of knowledge by means 
of publications, exhibitions, loans, 
communications and other museum 
programming. 

 

The Nature Art Collection, Photo 
Collection and the Historical Collection 
are holdings of material culture, 
developed and preserved for 
documenting and commemorating the 
history of the Museum and to 
demonstrate the inspirational role that the 
natural world plays for humankind. These 
collections are also used in publications, 
exhibitions, loans, communications and 
other museum programming. 

 

 

The Canadian Museum of Nature is 
committed to planned, systematic 
acquisition based on active search for 
material and resulting in balanced and 

 

CMN

 

 

 

 

 

 

CMN

CMN
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well documented collections. 

 

CMN collaborates with other museums 
and collection repositories, to document 
and represent the natural history of the 
country and its geographic area in 
modern, historic and prehistoric eras. 

The CMN develops collections pertaining 
to the natural history of the world, with 
particular but not exclusive emphasis on 
the flora, fauna and geological and 
palaeontological specimens which 
inhabit, have inhabited, or may otherwise 
be associated with Canada, and other 
evidence which informs and advances the 
scientific record of the natural world. 

Acquisitions must be proposed and be 
accompanied by supporting 
documentation in accordance with criteria 
established to guide the acquisition 
process. 

 

All specimens acquired for the National 
Collections are subject to review and the 
approval of the President and Chief 
Executive Officer of the Canadian 
Museum of Nature or designated 
authority. 

 

This material is held by the CMN in public 
trust. 

 

Management of CMN Collections. 
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The National Collection is meant to be 
part of a permanent record of the variety 
and distribution of species past and 
present, and a record of natural 
processes and events through time. The 
collection is the corroborating evidence of 
research programs by scientific and 
curatorial experts who have either worked 
for the museum or have demonstrated 
expertise in their scientific fields. 

 

Decisions regarding the use and care of 
collections (up to and including 
destructive sampling of a specimen) will 
be guided by the principles of 
permanence and preservation. 

 

Nature Art, Photos and Historical 
Collections are managed by the same 
principles of permanence and 
preservation. Their use is meant to 
demonstrate or inspire affinity with the 
natural world and to provide a 
supplementary means to engage 
audiences composed primarily of the 
general public. 

 

The CMN adheres to the Canadian 
Museums Association Ethical Guidelines 
and the International Council of Museums 
Code of Professional Ethics (Chapter II, 
Articles 3 and 4). 
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ICOM
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III Date Issued: January 2010 

 Amendment Date: February 
 2015 

 

  2010 1  

 2015 2  

IV  

Approval /  

 

 

________________________ 

Margaret Beckel 

President and CEO/ Présidente-directrice général 

 

V Policy Review 

  

Responsibility : Vice President, 
Research and Collections 

 

Frequency : 5-years 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 5  

VI Appendix 

 

The Museums Act : 
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/M
-13.4/page-4.html#h-8  

 

Collections Transactions  

ICOM Code of Ethics: 
http://icom.museum/the-vision/code-of-
ethics/  

   

 

 
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/M-
13.4/page-4.html#h-8 

 

 

ICOM  

http://icom.museum/the-vision/code-of-e
thics/ 
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CMA Ethical Guidelines: 
http://www.museums.ca/Publications/R
eports_and_Guidelines/?n=15-23  

 

CMA  

http://www.museums.ca/Publications/Re
ports_and_Guidelines/?n=15-23 
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Collection Acquisition Guidelines for Research Services 

 
 
All material accepted into the Canadian Museum of 

Nature’s scientific, nature art and photographic 

collections has to go through a formal acquisition 

process. The purpose of the formal process is to 

protect the CMN and to ensure that the materials 

add value to the collections. Only after an 

Acquisition Number has been assigned can the 

material be catalogued and assigned collection 

catalogue numbers or botanical accession 

numbers. 

 

It can take a few days to obtain all of the necessary 

documentation and signatures required to complete 

the acquisition process. Much of the new collection 

material (especially for the scientific collections) 

comes through Research Services, either by field 

collection or as gifts from colleagues in other 

institutions. Collections Services staff fill in the 

forms and guide them through the process, calling 

on others (including Research) for assistance when 

necessary. These guidelines should help facilitate 

the process and prevent unnecessary delays. 

 

Please provide the following information and 

documents to Collection Services staff when 

offering material to the collections: 

1. Source: The complete name, address, telephone 

and fax numbers and email address of the donor, 

CMN

 

 

 

 

 

1.  CMN

 

2. 
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including CMN staff. 

2. Description: A very brief (one or two sentence) 

description of the material, including the 

approximate number of specimen/species lots. An 

attached itemized list of identified specimens is a 

bonus. 

3. Rationale for acceptance: Why is this material 

important to the CMN’s collections? How does it 

add value? (e.g., supports a current or future 

research project) 

4. Legal title transfer: Not required for material 

collected by CMN staff in the field. However, any 

donations or exchanges require a legal title transfer.  

The best form is a Deed of Gift. This is a formal, 

legal document signed by the donor under legal 

seal and witnessed. (Deeds of Gift are prepared by 

the Registration Section; please contact Peter or 

Nancy if you need one prepared.) For scientific 

specimens a letter or email is usually sufficient 

provided that it clearly states that the donor is the 

legal owner and is giving the material to the 

Canadian Museum of Nature as an unencumbered 

gift or donation.   

 a. Note 1:  Donations for a tax receipt (from 

Canadian tax payers only) require a Deed of Gift. 

 b. Note 2:  If the Source is not the legal owner or 

does not have the authority to transfer title, a signed 

statement is required from the legal owner giving 

the Source the power to act on his/her behalf. 

5. Permits:  Collecting and transportation (e.g., 

import/export, CITES) permits. Include originals if 

possible or clear copies. 

 

Once this information and documentation is 

1 2

 

3.  CMN

 

 

4.  CNM

 

Peter Nancy

 

 a. 1  

 

 b. 2  1.

 

5.   

CITES
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obtained, Collection Services staff fill in the 

Collection Acquisition Submission Form, obtain 

recommendation signatures and submit it for 

approval. The Director of Collection Services has 

been delegated to approve all collection 

acquisitions, although, rarely, the CEO will approve 

an acquisition. Once the acquisition is approved, 

Registration assigns an Acquisition Number to the 

transaction and Collection Services staff can assign 

catalogue numbers or botanical accession numbers 

to the specimens. 
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78 
International Society of Ethnobiology ISE CODE OF ETHICS   
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The Code of Ethics of the International Society of 

Ethnobiology (ISE) reflects the vision of the Society 

and provides a framework for decision-making and 

conduct for ethnobiological research and related 

activities. The goals are to facilitate ethical conduct 

and equitable relationships, and foster a commitment 

to meaningful collaboration and reciprocal 

responsibility by all parties. The Code of Ethics is a 

living document that will adapt over time to meet 

changing understandings and circumstances. All 

Members of the ISE are bound in good faith to abide 

by the Code of Ethics as a condition of membership. 

 

The Code of Ethics is comprised a Preamble, 

Purpose, 17 Principles, 12 Practical Guidelines and a 

Glossary of Terms. The Principles include: 

  Prior Rights and Responsibilities 

  Self-Determination 

  Inalienability 

  Traditional Guardianship 

  Active Participation 

  Full Disclosure 

  Educated Prior Informed Consent 

  Confidentiality 

 

 

ISE

ISE

 

 

17

12

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
78 International Society of Ethnobiology (2006). ISE Code of Ethics (with 2008 additions). Online: 
http://ethnobiology.net/code-of-ethics/ 
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  Respect 

  Active Protection 

  Precaution 

  Reciprocity, Mutual Benefit and Equitable Sharing 

  Supporting Indigenous Research 

  The Dynamic Interactive Cycle 

  Remedial Action 

  Acknowledgement and Due Credit 

  Diligence 

 

The fundamental value underlying the Code of Ethics 

is the concept of mindfulness – a continual 

willingness to evaluate one's own understandings, 

actions, and responsibilities to others. The Code of 

Ethics acknowledges that biological and cultural 

harms have resulted from research undertaken 

without the consent of Indigenous peoples. It affirms 

the commitment of the ISE to work collaboratively, in 

ways that: support community-driven development of 

Indigenous peoples’ cultures and languages; 

acknowledge Indigenous cultural and intellectual 

property rights; protect the inextricable linkages 

between cultural, linguistic and biological diversity; 

and contribute to positive, beneficial and harmonious 

relationships in the field of ethnobiology. 

 

The Code of Ethics applies to all research, 

collections, databases, publications, images, audio or 

video recordings, or other products of research and 

related activities undertaken, especially that which 

concerns collation and use of traditional knowledge 

or collections of flora, fauna, or other elements of 

biocultural heritage found on community lands or 
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territories. 

 

The Principles and Practical Guidelines are based on 

the concept of traditional resource rights. They 

facilitate compliance with the standards set by 

national and international law and policy and 

customary practice. They recognize traditional and 

customary laws, protocols, and methodologies extant 

within the communities where collaborative research 

is proposed. They are intended to support and enable 

but not override community-level processes and 

decision-making structures, recognizing that 

Indigenous, traditional or local peoples conducting 

research within their own communities, for their own 

uses, may need to comply with their own cultural 

protocols and practices. In the event of inconsistency 

between such local requirements and the ISE Code 

of Ethics, all parties involved are encouraged to work 

collaboratively to develop appropriate practices. 

ISE

 

ISE CODE OF ETHICS 

 

This Code of Ethics was adopted by the ISE 

membership at the 10th International Congress of 

Ethnobiology, Chiang Rai, Thailand, 8 November 

2006, subject to the addition of an Executive 

Summary and Glossary of Terms. The two additions 

were adopted at the 11th International Congress of 

Ethnobiology, Cusco, Peru, 26 June 2008. This 

constitutes the complete and most current version of 

the ISE Code of Ethics. 

 

The Code of Ethics of the International Society of 

Ethnobiology (ISE) provides a framework for 

decision-making and conduct for ethnobiological 

ISE  
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research and related activities. This Code of Ethics 

has its origins in the Declaration of Belém agreed 

upon in 1988 at the Founding of the International 

Society of Ethnobiology (in Belém, Brazil). It has 

been developed over the course of more than a 

decade and is the culmination of a series of 

consensus-based fora and discussion processes 

involving the ISE Membership. 

 

The Code of Ethics is comprised of five parts: (i) 

Preamble, (ii) Purpose, (ii) Principles, (iv) Practical 

Guidelines, and (iv) Glossary of Terms. The Code of 

Ethics reflects the vision of the ISE as stated in 

Article 2.0 of the ISE Constitution: 

 

The ISE is committed to achieving a greater 

understanding of the complex relationships, both past 

and present that exist within and between human 

societies and their environments. The Society 

endeavors to promote a harmonious existence 

between humankind and the Bios for the benefit of 

future generations. Ethnobiologists recognize that 

Indigenous peoples, traditional societies, and local 

communities are critical to the conservation of 

biological, cultural and linguistic diversity. 

 

All Members of the ISE are bound in good faith to 

abide by the Code of Ethics as a condition of 

membership. 

10

ISE

 

 

 (i) (ii) (iii)

(iv) (v)

5

ISE 2 ISE

 

 

ISE

 

 

ISE

 

PREAMBLE 

 

The concept of ‘mindfulness’ is an important value 

embedded in this Code, which invokes an obligation 

to be fully aware of one’s knowing and unknowing, 
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doing and undoing, action and inaction. 

 

It is acknowledged that much research has been 

undertaken in the past without the sanction or prior 

informed consent of Indigenous peoples, traditional 

societies and local communities and that such 

research has caused harm and adversely impacted 

their rights and responsibilities related to biocultural 

heritage.79 

 

The ISE is committed to working in genuine 

partnership and collaboration with Indigenous 

peoples, traditional societies and local communities 

to avoid perpetuating these past injustices and build 

towards developing positive, beneficial and 

harmonious relationships in the field of ethnobiology. 

 

The ISE recognises that culture and language are 

intrinsically connected to land and territory, and 

cultural and linguistic diversity are inextricably linked 

to biological diversity. Therefore, the ISE recognizes 

the responsibilities and rights of Indigenous, 

traditional and local peoples to the preservation and 

continued development of their cultures and 

languages and to the control of their lands, territories 

and traditional resources as key to the perpetuation 

of all forms of diversity on Earth. 

 

 

1 

 

ISE

 

 

ISE

ISE

 

PURPOSE 

 

The Purpose of this Code of Ethics is to facilitate 

establishing ethical and equitable relationships: 

 

 i. to optimise the positive outcomes and reduce as 

much as possible the adverse effects of research (in 

 

 

 

 

 i. 

                                            
79 See Glossary of Terms for a definition of biocultural heritage. /  
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all its forms, including applied research and 

development work) and related activities of 

ethnobiologists that can disrupt or disenfranchise 

Indigenous peoples, traditional societies and local 

communities from their customary and chosen 

lifestyles; and 

 

 ii. to provide a set of principles and practices to 

govern the conduct of all Members of the ISE who 

are involved in or proposing to be involved in 

research in all its forms, especially that concerning 

collation and use of traditional knowledge or 

collections of flora, fauna, or any other element of 

biocultural heritage found on community lands or 

territories. 

 

The ISE recognises, supports and prioritises the 

efforts of Indigenous peoples, traditional societies 

and local communities to undertake and own their 

research, collections, images, recordings, databases 

and publications. This Code of Ethics is intended to 

enfranchise Indigenous peoples, traditional societies 

and local communities conducting research within 

their own society, for their own use. 

 

This Code of Ethics also serves to guide 

ethnobiologists and other researchers, business 

leaders, policy makers, governments, 

nongovernment organisations, academic institutions, 

funding agencies and others seeking meaningful 

partnerships with Indigenous peoples, traditional 

societies and local communities and thus to avoid the 

perpetuation of past injustices to these peoples. The 

ISE recognises that, for such partnerships to 

succeed, all relevant research activities (i.e., 

planning, implementation, analysis, reporting, and 

 

 

 ii. 

ISE

 

 

ISE

 

 

ISE
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application of results) must be collaborative. 

Consideration must be given to the needs of all 

humanity, and to the maintenance of robust scientific 

standards, whilst recognizing and respecting the 

cultural integrity of Indigenous peoples, traditional 

societies and local communities. 

 

A commitment to meaningful collaboration and 

reciprocal responsibility by all parties is needed to 

achieve the purpose of this Code of Ethics and the 

objectives of the ISE. 

 

This Code of Ethics recognizes and honors traditional 

and customary laws, protocols, and methodologies 

extant within the communities where collaborative 

research is proposed. It should support and enable 

but not override such community-level processes and 

decision-making structures. It should facilitate the 

development of community-centered, 

mutually-negotiated research agreements that serve 

to strengthen community goals. 

 

 

ISE

 

 

 

PRINCIPLES 

 

The Principles of this Code embrace, support, and 

embody the concept and implementation of 

traditional resource rights80 as articulated in 

established principles and practices of international 

instruments and declarations including, but not 

limited to, those documents referred to in Annex 2 of 

the ISE Constitution. The Principles also facilitate 

compliance with the standards set by national and 

international law and policy and customary practice. 

The following Principles are the fundamental 

assumptions that form this Code of Ethics. 

 

 

ISE 2

 

 

1.  

                                            
80 See Glossary of Terms for a definition of traditional resources rights. / 
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1. Principle of Prior Rights and Responsibilities 

This principle recognises that Indigenous peoples, 

traditional societies, and local communities have 

prior, proprietary rights over, interests in and cultural 

responsibilities for all air, land, and waterways, and 

the natural resources within them that these peoples 

have traditionally inhabited or used, together with all 

knowledge, intellectual property and traditional 

resource rights associated with such resources and 

their use. 

 

2. Principle of Self-Determination 

This principle recognises that Indigenous peoples, 

traditional societies and local communities have a 

right to self-determination (or local determination for 

traditional and local communities) and that 

researchers and associated organisations will 

acknowledge and respect such rights in their dealings 

with these peoples and their communities. 

 

3. Principle of Inalienability 

This principle recognises the inalienable rights of 

Indigenous peoples, traditional societies and local 

communities in relation to their traditional territories 

and the natural resources (including biological and 

genetic resources) within them and associated 

traditional knowledge. These rights are collective by 

nature but can include individual rights. It shall be for 

Indigenous peoples, traditional societies and local 

communities to determine for themselves the nature, 

scope and alienability of their respective resource 

rights regimes. 

 

4. Principle of Traditional Guardianship 

This principle recognises the holistic 
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interconnectedness of humanity with the ecosystems 

of our Sacred Earth and the obligation and 

responsibility of Indigenous peoples, traditional 

societies and local communities to preserve and 

maintain their role as traditional guardians of these 

ecosystems through the maintenance of their 

cultures, identities, languages, mythologies, spiritual 

beliefs and customary laws and practices, according 

to the right of self-determination. 

 

5. Principle of Active Participation 

This principle recognises the crucial importance of 

Indigenous peoples, traditional societies and local 

communities to actively participate in all phases of 

research and related activities from inception to 

completion, as well as in application of research 

results. Active participation includes collaboration on 

research design to address local needs and priorities, 

and prior review of results before publication or 

dissemination to ensure accuracy of information and 

adherence to the standards represented by this Code 

of Ethics. 

 

6. Principle of Full Disclosure 

This principle recognises that Indigenous peoples, 

traditional societies and local communities are 

entitled to be fully informed about the nature, scope 

and ultimate purpose of the proposed research 

(including objective, methodology, data collection, 

and the dissemination and application of results). 

This information is to be given in forms that are 

understood and useful at a local level and in a 

manner that takes into consideration the body of 

knowledge, cultural preferences and modes of 

transmission of these peoples and communities. 
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7. Principle of Educated Prior Informed Consent 

Educated prior informed consent must be established 

before any research is undertaken, at individual and 

collective levels, as determined by community 

governance structures. Prior informed consent is 

recognised as an ongoing process that is based on 

relationship and maintained throughout all phases of 

research. This principle recognises that prior 

informed consent requires an educative process that 

employs bilingual and intercultural education 

methods and tools, as appropriate, to ensure 

understanding by all parties involved. Establishing 

prior informed consent also presumes that all directly 

affected communities will be provided complete 

information in an understandable form regarding the 

purpose and nature of the proposed programme, 

project, study or activities, the probable results and 

implications, including all reasonably foreseeable 

benefits and risks of harm (be they tangible or 

intangible) to the affected communities. Indigenous 

peoples, traditional societies and local communities 

have the right to make decisions on any programme, 

project, study or activities that directly affect them. In 

cases where the intentions of proposed research or 

related activities are not consistent with the interests 

of these peoples, societies or communities, they have 

a right to say no. 

 

8. Principle of Confidentiality 

This principle recognises that Indigenous peoples, 

traditional societies and local communities, at their 

sole discretion, have the right to exclude from 

publication and/or to have kept confidential any 

information concerning their culture, identity, 

language, traditions, mythologies, spiritual beliefs or 

genomics. Parties to the research have a 
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responsibility to be aware of and comply with local 

systems for management of knowledge and local 

innovation, especially as related to sacred and secret 

knowledge. Furthermore, such confidentiality shall be 

guaranteed by researchers and other potential users. 

Indigenous peoples, traditional societies and local 

communities also have the rights to privacy and 

anonymity, at their discretion. 

 

9. Principle of Respect 

This principle recognises the necessity for 

researchers to respect the integrity, morality and 

spirituality of the culture, traditions and relationships 

of Indigenous peoples, traditional societies, and local 

communities with their worlds. 

 

10. Principle of Active Protection 

This principles recognises the importance of 

researchers taking active measures to protect and to 

enhance the relationships of Indigenous peoples, 

traditional societies and local communities with their 

environment and thereby promote the maintenance 

of cultural and biological diversity. 

 

11. Principle of Precaution 

This principle acknowledges the complexity of 

interactions between cultural and biological 

communities, and thus the inherent uncertainty of 

effects due to ethnobiological and other research. 

The precautionary principle advocates taking 

proactive, anticipatory action to identify and to 

prevent biological or cultural harms resulting from 

research activities or outcomes, even if 

cause-and-effect relationships have not yet been 

scientifically proven. The prediction and assessment 

of such biological and cultural harms must include 
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local criteria and indicators, thus must fully involve 

indigenous peoples, traditional societies, and local 

communities. This also includes a responsibility to 

avoid the imposition of external or foreign 

conceptions and standards. 

 

12. Principle of Reciprocity, Mutual Benefit and 

Equitable Sharing 

This principle recognises that Indigenous peoples, 

traditional societies, and local communities are 

entitled to share in and benefit from tangible and 

intangible processes, results and outcomes that 

accrue directly or indirectly and over the shorter and 

longer term for ethnobiological research and related 

activities that involve their knowledge and resources. 

Mutual benefit and equitable sharing will occur in 

ways that are culturally appropriate and consistent 

with the wishes of the community involved. 

 

13. Principle of Supporting Indigenous Research 

This principle recognizes and supports the efforts of 

Indigenous peoples, traditional societies, and local 

communities in undertaking their own research based 

on their own epistemologies and methodologies, in 

creating their own knowledge-sharing mechanisms, 

and in utilising their own collections and databases in 

accordance with their self-defined needs. 

Capacity-building, training exchanges and 

technology transfer for communities and local 

institutions to enable these activities should be 

included in research, development and 

co-management activities to the greatest extent 

possible. 

 

14. Principle of The Dynamic Interactive Cycle 

This principle recognises that research and related 
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activities should not be initiated unless there is 

reasonable assurance that all stages can be 

completed from (a) preparation and evaluation, to (b) 

full implementation, to (c) evaluation, dissemination 

and return of results to the communities in 

comprehensible and locally appropriate forms, to (d) 

training and education as an integral part of the 

project, including practical application of results. 

Thus, all projects must be seen as cycles of 

continuous and on-going communication and 

interaction. 

 

15. Principle of Remedial Action 

This principle recognises that every effort will be 

made to avoid any adverse consequences to 

Indigenous peoples, traditional societies, and local 

communities from research and related activities and 

outcomes. Not withstanding the application of 

standards set out by this Code of Ethics, should any 

such adverse consequence occur, discussion will be 

had with the local peoples or community concerned 

to decide on what remedial action may be necessary 

to redress or mitigate adverse consequences. Any 

such remedial action may include restitution, where 

appropriate and agreed. 

 

16. Principle of Acknowledgement and Due Credit 

This principle recognises that Indigenous peoples, 

traditional societies and local communities must be 

acknowledged in accordance with their preference 

and given due credit in all agreed publications and 

other forms of dissemination for their tangible and 

intangible contributions to research activities. 

Co-authorship should be considered when 

appropriate. Acknowledgement and due credit to 

Indigenous peoples, traditional societies and local 
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communities extend equally to secondary or 

downstream uses and applications and researchers 

will act in good faith to ensure the connections to 

original sources of knowledge and resources are 

maintained in the public record. 

 

17. Principle of Diligence 

This principle recognises that researchers are 

expected to have a working understanding of the 

local context prior to entering into research 

relationships with a community. This understanding 

includes knowledge of and willingness to comply with 

local governance systems, cultural laws and 

protocols, social customs and etiquette. Researchers 

are expected to conduct research in the local 

language to the degree possible, which may involve 

language fluency or employment of interpreters. 

 

 

17.  

 

PRACTICAL GUIDELINES 

 

The following guidelines are intended as a practical 

application of the preceding Principles. Recognising 

that this Code of Ethics is a living document that 

needs to adapt over time to meet changing 

understandings and circumstances, if guidelines 

have not yet been articulated for a given situation, the 

Principles should be used as the reference point for 

developing appropriate practices. 

 

Similarly, it is recognized that Indigenous, traditional 

or local peoples conducting research within their own 

communities, for their own uses, may need to comply 

with their own cultural protocols and practices. In the 

event of inconsistency between such local 

requirements and these guidelines, all parties 

involved will commit to work collaboratively to 

develop appropriate practices. 
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The Practical Guidelines apply to any and all 

research, collections, databases, publications, 

images, audio or video recordings, or other products 

of research and related activities undertaken. 

 

1. Prior to undertaking any research activities, a good 

understanding of the local community institution(s) 

with relevant authority and their interest in the 

research to be undertaken, as well as knowledge of 

cultural protocols of the community shall be 

developed. A thorough effort shall be made in good 

faith to enhance such understandings through 

ongoing communication and active participation 

throughout the duration of the research process. 

 

2. Educated prior informed consent must be 

established prior to undertaking any research 

activities. Such consent is ideally represented in 

writing and/or tape recording, uses language and 

format that are clearly understood by all parties to the 

research, and is developed with the persons or 

deliberating bodies identified as the most 

representative authorities from each potentially 

affected community. 

 

3. As a component of educated prior informed 

consent, there will be full disclosure to potentially 

affected communities and mechanisms to ensure 

mutual understanding of the following, based on the 

reasonably foreseeable effects: 

 a. The full range of potential benefits (tangible and 

intangible) to the communities, researchers and any 

other parties involved; 

 b. The extent of reasonably foreseeable harms 

(tangible and intangible) to such communities; 
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 c. All relevant affiliations of the individual(s) or 

organization(s) seeking to undertake the activities, 

including where appropriate the contact information 

of institutional research ethics boards and copies of 

ethics board approvals for research; 

 d. All sponsors of the individual(s) or organization(s) 

involved in the undertaking of the activities. 

 e. Any intent to commercialise outcomes of the 

activities, or foreseeable commercial potential that 

may be of interest to the parties involved in the 

project, and/or to third parties who may access 

project outcomes directly (e.g., by contacting 

researchers or communities) or indirectly (e.g., 

through the published literature). 

 

4. Prior to undertaking research activities, the 

following must be ensured by research proponents: 

 a. Full communication and consultation has been 

undertaken with potentially affected communities to 

develop the terms of the research in a way that 

complies with the Principles. 

 b. Approval is granted in the manner defined by the 

local governance system of each affected 

community. 

 c. Permissions and approvals have been granted 

from government as well as other local and national 

authorities, as required by local, national or 

international law and policy. 

 

5. All persons and organizations undertaking 

research activities shall do so throughout in good 

faith, acting in accordance with, and with due respect 

for, the cultural norms and dignity of all potentially 

affected communities, and with a commitment that 

collecting specimens and information, whether of a 

zoological, botanical, mineral or cultural nature, and 

 b. 

 

 c. 

 

 d. 

 

 e. 
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compiling data or publishing information thereon, 

means doing so only in the holistic context, respectful 

of norms and belief systems of the relevant 

communities. This includes supporting or creating 

provenance mechanisms to ensure collections are 

clearly traceable to their origins for purposes of due 

credit and acknowledgement, establishing “prior art” 

in the event of future ownership claims, and 

facilitating a re-consent process to develop new 

mutually-agreed terms for further use or applications 

of collections or derivatives of collections. 

Researchers are encouraged to register collected 

information in local databases and registries where 

they exist, and explore mechanisms such as 

community certificates of origin linked to databases. 

Researchers are encouraged to support and build 

capacity for community-based data management 

systems to the extent possible. 

Any intellectual property ownership claim or 

application related to the knowledge or associated 

resources from the collaboration research should not 

work against the cultural integrity or livelihood of 

communities involved. 

 

6. Mutually-agreed terms and conditions of the 

research shall be set out in an agreement that uses 

language and format clearly understandable to all 

parties. The agreement will address and adhere to 

the following standards: 

 a. Will be represented in writing and/or tape 

recording if permitted by the community, using local 

language whenever possible. If writing or 

tape-recording are culturally prohibited, the parties 

shall work in collaboration to find an acceptable 

alternative form of documenting the terms of the 

agreement. 
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 b.Will be made with each potentially affected 

community after full disclosure, consultation, and 

establishment of educated prior informed consent 

regarding mutual benefit and equitable sharing, 

compensation, remedial action and any other issues 

arising between parties to the research. 

 c. Will address the elements outlined in (6b) above 

as related to all foreseeable uses and property 

ownership issues of the research outcomes, 

including derivative forms they may take such as 

biological and other samples, photos, films, 

videotapes, audiotapes, public broadcasts, 

translations, communications through the electronic 

media, including the internet. This includes clear 

agreement on rights and conditions related to who 

holds, maintains, uses, controls, owns, and has rights 

to the research processes, data, and outcomes 

(direct and indirect). 

 d. Will specify attribution, credit, authorship, 

co-authorship, and due acknowledgement for all 

contributors to the research processes and 

outcomes, recognizing and valuing academic as well 

as cultural and local expertises; 

 e. Will specify how and in what forms the resulting 

information and outcomes shall be shared with each 

affected community, and ensure that access and 

forms are appropriate and acceptable to that 

community. Community data and information 

management systems, such as local registries and 

databases, shall be supported to the greatest extent 

possible. 

 f. Will represent what understandings have been 

reached regarding what is potentially sacred, secret 

or confidential and how such will be treated and 

communicated, if at all, within and beyond the direct 

parties to the research. 

 

 b. 
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7. Objectives, conditions and mutually-agreed terms 

should be totally revealed and agreed to by all parties 

prior to the initiation of research activities. It is 

recognised that collaborative research, by design, 

may be iterative, emergent and require modifications 

or adaptations. When such is the case, these 

changes shall be brought to the attention of and 

agreed to by all parties to the research. 

 

8. All members of the ISE or affiliated organizations 

of ISE shall respect and comply with moratoriums by 

communities and countries on collection of 

information or materials that they would otherwise 

intend to include in their research, unless such 

moratorium is lifted to allow the research. 

 

9. All educational uses of research materials shall be 

consistent with a good faith respect for the cultural 

integrity of all affected communities, and, as much as 

practical, developed in collaboration with such 

communities for mutual use. 

 

10. All existing project materials in the possession, 

custody or control of an ISE member or affiliated 

organization shall be treated in a manner consistent 

with this Code of Ethics. All affected communities 

shall be notified, to the extent possible, of the 

existence of such materials, and their right to 

equitable sharing, compensation, remedial action, 

ownership, repatriation or other entitlements, as 

appropriate. Prior informed consent shall not be 

presumed for uses of biocultural information in the 

“public domain” and diligence shall be used to ensure 

that provenance or original source(s) of the 

knowledge and associated resources are included 
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and traceable, to the degree possible, in further 

publications, uses and other means of dissemination. 

 

11. If during the cycle of a project it is determined that 

the practices of any parties to the research are 

harmful to components of an ecosystem, it shall be 

incumbent upon the parties to first bring such 

practices and the impacts thereof to the notice of the 

offenders and attempt to establish a mutually agreed 

conflict resolution process, prior to informing the local 

community and/or government authorities of such 

practices and impacts. 

 

12. ISE members shall in good faith endeavour to 

consider and ensure that project proposals, planning, 

and budgets are appropriate to collaborative 

interdisciplinary and cross-cultural research that 

complies with the ISE Code of Ethics. This may 

require prior consideration of elements such as: 

extended timeframes to enable permissions, 

development of mutually-agreed terms and ongoing 

communication; additional budget categories; 

research ethics and intellectual property ownership 

considerations that are in addition to or even 

inconsistent with policies of sponsoring institutions; 

additional reporting requirements and sharing of 

outcomes; and mechanisms and forms of 

communication with parties to the research activities, 

including the potential need for language fluency and 

translation. ISE members shall also endeavour to 

raise awareness among funding bodies, academic 

institutions and others about the increased time and 

costs that may be involved in adhering to this Code of 

Ethics. 
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ISE

 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

 

Biocultural heritage” is the cultural heritage (both 

the tangible and intangible including customary law, 

folklore, spiritual values, knowledge, innovations and 

practices) and biological heritage (diversity of genes, 

varieties, species and ecosystem provisioning, 

regulating, and cultural services) of Indigenous 

peoples, traditional societies and local communities, 

which often are inextricably linked through the 

interaction between peoples and nature over time 

and shaped by their socioecological and economic 

context. This heritage includes the landscape as the 

spatial dimension in which the evolution of 

Indigenous biocultural heritage takes place. This 

heritage is passed on from generation to generation, 

developed, owned and administered collectively by 

stakeholder communities according to customary 

law. 

 

Community certificate of origin” is a 

community-generated attestation to the origin of 

information or material. 

 

Intellectual property” is a legal term for a creation of 

the intellect that has potential commercial value, and 

may have a right to protection under law relating to 

copyright, patent, trademark or trade secret (e.g., 

inventions, technological knowhow, literary and 

artistic works, symbols, names, images, and designs) 
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Prior art” is a term used in patent law that refers to 

preexisting knowledge. Establishing prior art can 

impact the validity of a patent claim by negating 

novelty and obviousness requirements. 

 

Provenance” is the place of origin, including history 

of ownership. 

 

Public domain” is intellectual property that is not 

protected by copyright, patent or other restrictions on 

use and is subject to appropriation by anyone. 

 

Traditional resources rights” is defined in “Beyond 

Intellectual Property Rights:Toward Traditional 

Resource Rights For Indigenous Peoples and Local 

Communities” by Posey and Dutfield (1996:3) as 

follows: 

 the term ‘traditional’ refers to the cherished 

practices, beliefs, customs, knowledge and cultural 

heritage of indigenous and local communities who 

live in close association with the Earth; ‘resource’ is 

used in its broadest sense to mean all knowledge and 

technology, esthetic and spiritual qualities, tangible 

and intangible sources that together, are deemed by 

local communities to be necessary to ensure healthy 

and fulfilling lifestyles for present and future 

generations; and ‘rights’ refers to the basic 

inalienable guarantee to all human beings and the 

collective entities in which they choose to participate 

of the necessities to achieve and maintain the dignity 

and well-being of themselves, their predecessors, 

and their descendants. 
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Collections Management Policy Montréal Botanical Garden
Version dated November 24, 2003  

Amended: March 22, 2005  
Translated: June 22, 2007 

 

Collections Management Policy 
Montréal Botanical Garden 
Part I - Guidelines 
1. Foreword 

 

Ever since the Montréal Botanical Garden was 

created in 1931, its collections have been 

considered the institution’s central concern. Over 

the years, the Botanical Garden has grown up 

around these collections, which form the basis for 

its various divisions. While they started out 

relatively small, the collections have grown in size 

and diversity as new specimens were introduced by 

successive generations of horticulturists and 

botanists. 

Today, the Montréal Botanical Garden’s collections 

boast nearly 22,000 species and cultivars belonging 

to some 250 plant families. They are found in 1.8. 

hectares of greenhouses and on the 75 hectares of 

the Garden’s grounds. These rich collections have 

played a large role in building the Garden’s 

international reputation and add greatly to the 

enjoyment of the millions of visitors who come to 

the Montréal Botanical Garden each year. 

While it is now over seventy years old, the Botanical 

Garden has never had an official policy setting out 

1.  
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guidelines for developing and organizing its 

collections. The idea of drafting this collections 

management policy came from a recommendation 

made during a strategic planning exercise 

conducted by the Scientific Institutions Department 

(the umbrella administrative entity for the Botanical 

Garden, Biodôme, Insectarium and Planetarium) in 

2001-2002. Under the strategic plan, the collections 

policy was to be drafted in 2003 and implemented 

starting in January 2004. 

As proposed, the collections management policy is 

divided into two sections. The first section contains 

guidelines for maintaining and developing the 

collections. It includes close to sixty different points 

outlining procedures for acquiring, registering and 

de-accessioning specimens in the Garden’s 

collections. The second part of this document deals 

with the individual collections, describing their 

current status and making recommendations for 

their development over the coming decade. The 

specific development guidelines were prepared as 

part of work done from 1998 to 2000 when a master 

plan was drafted for the Botanical Garden. 

All of the recommendations included here have 

been endorsed by the Botanical Garden’s 

management committee. 

This collections management policy for the 

Botanical Garden was prepared in collaboration 

with a number of individuals working in all the 

institution’s divisions. I wish to extend my special 

thanks to the staff of the Scientific Development and 

Research Division and the Production, Horticulture 

and Greenhouse Division, who were very closely 

involved in drafting this document. 
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Michel Labrecque 

Curator 

October 2003 

2. Definition 

 

A management policy sets out guidelines for 

developing collections. It is a way of specifying how 

acquisitions are to be made, recorded and 

documented and identifies priority actions for 

maintaining or de-accessioning plant specimens. 

Such a policy will be easiest to incorporate into the 

institution’s operations if it is clear, simple, 

accessible, well known, supported, respected and 

accepted by all and adaptable to the changing 

context of administrative structures. 

The first step in developing a management policy is 

to define the collections’ nature and purpose. 

1) Why do our collections exist? 

2) How do they fit with our mission? 

Each of the guidelines prepared under the 

collections management policy must be in keeping 

with the institution’s mission and its collections’ 

purpose, as defined below. 

 

2.1 Mission and commitment 

Mission 

The mission that the Botanical Garden shares with 

the other scientific institutions making up the 

museum complex managed by the Scientific 

Institutions Department is to: 

 increase public awareness and appreciation of 

natural science and nature itself and enhance our 

2.  
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knowledge in those fields; 

 help to promote awareness of the importance of 

protecting our natural heritage and the relationship 

between humankind and the environment. 

Commitment 

Moreover, the Montréal Botanical Garden has 

agreed to work officially on applying the 

International Agenda for Botanic Gardens in 

Conservation (IABGC). This commitment requires 

the Montréal Botanical Garden to agree to work 

toward attaining the measurable targets set out in 

the Agenda, i.e.: 

 Halting the worldwide loss of plant species and 

their genetic diversity in the wild. 

 Raising awareness of the importance of plants 

and the maintenance of biodiversity for the planet 

and human survival. 

 Conservation needs and priorities within national, 

regional and local strategies on biodiversity 

conservation, the environment, sustainable 

development, economic and social policies, land 

use management and public education. 

In keeping with this commitment, the Montréal 

Botanical Garden has agreed to keep BGCI81 

informed of the results of its conservation efforts. 

This will allow that organization to contribute to 

monitoring and assessing the implementation of the 

International Agenda and to report on progress in 

this regard at the International Botanic Gardens 

Conservation Congress, held every three years. 

 

2.2 Purpose of the collections 
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The collections meet educational, cultural, research 

or conservation needs. They are intended to 

familiarize visitors, as well as experts, with the 

diversity of the plant world by developing certain 

groups (families) of plants or displaying plants in 

settings designed to showcase their ecological 

value and horticultural potential. 

3. Organization of the collections 

 

The Botanical Garden’s collections illustrate the 

diversity of the plant world and are kept in 

greenhouses or outdoor gardens. 

They can be divided along two main lines: 

 Specialized collections 

 Non-specialized collections 

 

3.1 Specialized collections 

 Of a size and significance that merits national or 

international recognition. 

 Central to the Garden’s mission. 

 Represent a commitment by the institution for a 

number of years. 

 Best suited to research. 

 Examples: Araceae, Begoniaceae, Orchidaceae, 

roses, alpine plants, etc. 

 

3.2 Non-specialized collections 

 Collections with a smaller number of taxa for a 

given family; 

 Contribute to the diversity of the collections in 

general; 

 Used primarily for landscaping, teaching and 

3.  
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display purposes; 

 Examples: insectivorous plants, Zingiberaceae, 

etc. 

4. Acquisition methods 

 

The following acquisition methods are used 

regularly by the Garden: 

 Purchases 

 Trades 

 Index Seminum 

 Collecting in the wild 

 Gifts 

 Seed banks 

4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Selection criteria 

 

Any specimen acquired for inclusion in the 

Garden’s collections must meet the following 

criteria: 

5.1 The plant must be in keeping with the objectives 

and purpose of the Garden’s collections and its 

development guidelines. 

5.2 The plant’s scientific name (except where 

collected in the wild) and provenance must be 

known. 

5.3 The provenance must respect all conventions 

(CITES, etc.): there must not be any illegally 

purchased, imported or collected plants in our 

collections. 

5.4 Duplicates should be avoided, except for 

conservation or research purposes or for sale 

(Great Gardening Weekend). 

5.5 The specimen must not require any exceptional 

5.  
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measures in terms of care. 

 

The following specific criteria apply, depending on 

the acquisition method: 

Purchases and trades 

5.6 Ensure that suppliers respect all intellectual 

property (trademarks, patents, etc.) and ethical 

requirements. 

 

Index Seminum or seed banks 

5.7 Any seeds ordered must be from a natural 

habitat or, if cultivated, from a known natural 

habitat. 

 

Collecting in the wild 

5.8 All such plants must be collected in keeping with 

our code of ethics (Art. 7); 

 

Gifts 

5.9 All such specimens must comply with our 

general selection criteria. 

5.10 The Botanical Garden cannot be held 

responsible for the plant’s short- or long-term 

survival. 

5.11 The Garden reserves the right to refuse any 

gift. 

5.12 The state of health of all such plants must first 

be assessed. 
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6. Authority 

 

6.1 The horticulturists in charge of the various 

collections are responsible for complying with the 

6.  
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acquisition criteria recognized by the institution and 

laid out in the collections management policy 

(general and specific guidelines) when acquiring all 

specimens.  

7. Collecting in the wild 

 

Code of ethics regarding collecting in the wild. 

 

7.1 In no case may the collecting of plants or 

portions or seeds thereof endanger the survival of 

the population or its capacity to reproduce. 

7.2 All collecting in the wild must comply with the 

Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), the 

Convention on International Trade in Endangered 

Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) and any 

other applicable legislation in the location where the 

collecting is done. 

7.3 Any collecting done in Québec must also 

comply with the Québec Act respecting threatened 

or vulnerable species, the federal Endangered 

Species Act and all other legislation relating to the 

conservation of endangered plant species that may 

apply in Québec. 

7.  

 

 

 

7.1 

 

7.2 

CBD

CITES

 

7.3 

 

8. Recording and labelling 

 

Maintaining documentation on all plants it grows is 

a key activity for any “botanical” garden. Regular 

and strict maintenance of data on plants in a 

garden’s collection is a way of ensuring its scientific 

and educational value. 

The Collections Management team in the Scientific 

Research and Development Division, made up of a 

botanist-taxonomist and three assistant botanists, is 

8.  

 

 

3
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responsible for maintaining documentation on the 

Garden’s live plant collections. 

 

8.1 Computerized collections management 

system 

8.11 All data relating to plants in the Garden’s 

collections is compiled and maintained in a 

computerized database managed with BG-base 

software, known at the Garden by the acronym 

BGB. 

8.12 All employees concerned are free to consult 

the BGB; access and training are provided by the 

Collections Management team. 

 

8.2 Recording 

8.21 All plants received by the Garden must be 

recorded. The horticulturist responsible for the 

garden or greenhouse for which the plant is 

intended must immediately provide one of the 

assistant botanists with all the initial data (identity, 

provenance, quantity, etc.). 

8.22 The latter will open a record in the 

computerized collections management database 

(BGB), assign an accession number (a sequential 

number, starting over at the beginning of each year, 

followed by the current year), and compile all the 

information provided. 

8.23 Only annuals (flowers and vegetables) and 

plants for display in temporary exhibitions are not 

recorded.82 However, the horticulturist in charge 

must still provide one of the assistant botanists with 

a list of all such plants received, so that a 

nomenclature record can be prepared for use in 

 

 

8.1 

 

8.11 

BGB BG

 

8.12 BGB

 

 

 

8.2  

8.12 

1

 

8.22 

BGB

 

8.23 

1

 

8.24 

                                            
82 The same is true for all plants intended for the Insectarium. / 
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making a plant label. 

8.24 Any plant grown from our collections by sexual 

reproduction (seeds or spores) must have a new 

record, with a new accession number. Any plant 

grown by vegetative reproduction will keep the 

same collection number. 

8.25 A specific policy has been established for 

managing prizes won by orchids in our collection 

and displayed in exhibitions (see the specific 

policy). 

 

8.3 Labelling 

8.31 The Collections Management team is 

responsible for producing the various labels; no 

label may be created, amended or altered without 

its approval. 

8.32 Two types of labels are made at the Garden, 

using an embossing machine and a thermal transfer 

printer: 

 a collection label, containing basically the plant’s 

collection number and full Latin name; the collection 

label must remain with the plant at all times, or the 

plant may be impossible to identify; the horticulturist 

is responsible for keeping track of the label. 

 the identification label for visitors, which includes 

the plant’s common English and French names, 

Latin name, family and geographic distribution in 

English and French; the horticulturist is responsible 

for ordering such labels when a plant is to be 

displayed in a garden or greenhouse. 

 

8.4 Inventory 

8.41 The horticulturist is responsible for taking a 

regular inventory of the greenhouses or gardens 

 

8.25 

 

 

8.3  

8.31 

 

 

8.32 

2

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.4  

8.41 

 

 

8.5  

8.51 
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and nurseries for which he or she is responsible. 

The Collections Management team assists with 

such inventories (follow-up, help with taking the 

inventory and entering data, etc.). 

 

8.5 Taxonomic validation 

8.51 The Collections Management team is 

responsible for validating plant names before 

issuing any label. 

8.52 It is also responsible for formally identifying 

any plants submitted for identification. 

 

8.52 

 

9. Special considerations 

 

9.1 Species vs cultivars 

9.11 For the specialized collections, species rather 

than cultivars should be given preference. 

9.12 Some collections (roses and lilacs, for 

instance) may be subject to specific development 

policies overriding this principle in whole or in part. 

 

9.2 Invasive plants 

9.21 Except where grown for educational purposes, 

all plants considered invasive and that could spread 

in the wild should be removed from the collections. 

9.22 Invasive plants in landscaped natural sites 

under the Garden’s authority should be removed. 

9.23 A list of undesirable plants must be 

maintained. 

9.24 No plants or seeds (Index Seminum) that could 

become invasive should be distributed. 

 

9.3 Rare or endangered species 

9.  

 

9.1    

9.11 

 

9.12 

 

 

9.2  

9.21 

 

9.22

 

9.23 

 

9.24 

 

 

9.3  
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Ex situ conservation of wild plants is central and 

unique role of botanical gardens: 

" … Ex situ conservation provides back-up for 

populations of threatened plants in the wild, 

contributing material for reintroduction, restocking 

and restoration, as well as advice and data for field 

management." (BGCI, 2000) 

Ex situ conservation has several purposes: 

 Rescue threatened genetic resources. 

 Produce material for reintroduction or habitat 

restoration. 

Produce material for conservation biology research. 

 Build gene banks. 

 Supply material to reduce pressure from wild 

collecting. 

 Make material available for educational purposes. 

In view of the issues involved with rare and 

endangered species, the following priorities have 

been established: 

The Garden’s priority interests are as follows: 

9.31 Species or taxa that are in immediate danger 

of extinction, either locally or nationally. 

9.32 Species native to Québec that are endangered 

or vulnerable, for instance, the species targeted by 

the Emergency Conservation Program. 

9.33 Species that are of special scientific interest, 

such as endemic plants. 

9.34 IUCN plants already in our collections. 

 

9.4 Concentration of gene pools 

Collections must be organized so as to avoid mixing 

gene pools. This means: 

 

BGCI, 2000  

 

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

9.31 

 

9.32 

 

9.33 

 

9.34 IUCN

 

 

9.4  

 

9.41 
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9.41 Ensuring that gene pools are preserved and 

not mixing individuals with different provenances. 

9.42 Minimizing the risk of hybridization leading to 

inappropriate reproduction, for instance between 

different populations of the same species. 

 

9.5 Native plants 

9.51 The integration of specimens of plants native 

to Québec should be encouraged throughout the 

collections. 

9.52 Such integration must comply with the above 

selection criteria, however. 

 

9.6 CITES 

The Convention on International Trade in 

Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora 

(CITES) was established as means of controlling 

international trade in endangered species and came 

into effect in 1975. CITES bans trade in endangered 

species. 

 

The Montréal Botanical Garden has agreed: 

9.61 Not to acquire, collect or accept any gifts of 

plants that could contravene CITES. 

9.62 Not to acquire, collect or accept any gifts of 

specimens with inadequate, incorrect or incomplete 

documentation. 

9.63 To ensure that the necessary export and 

import permits accompany any acquisition. 

9.64 To ensure that no illegally collected plants 

make their way into its collections through irregular 

channels, i.e. “through the back door.” 

9.42 

 

 

9.5  

9.51 

 

9.52 

 

 

9.6 CITES 

CITES

1975 CITES

 

 

 

9.61 CITES

 

9.62 

 

9.63 

 

9.64 
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10. De-accession 

 

De-accession results in the permanent closure of a 

collection record. 

 

10.1 Criteria 

The following criteria must be applied for the 

de-accession of any record: 

10.11 The plant is dead or in very poor condition. 

10.12 The plant does not comply with the objectives 

of our collections and is of no educational, cultural, 

ornamental or research interest. 

10.13 The plant is a source of an unmanageable 

infection or epidemic and threatens the rest of the 

collections. 

10.14 The plant’s condition makes it hazardous to 

visitors. 

10.15 The plant is improperly identified and it is 

impossible to correct its name. 

10.16 The plant is taking up space required by one 

or more other specimens that are considered 

priorities in view of the Garden’s mission. 

 

10.2 Procedure 

10.21 The horticulturist in charge must ensure that 

the de-accession is carried out in accordance with 

the above-mentioned criteria and must obtain the 

approval of the Curator or his or her deputy. 

10.22 Specific procedures may be outlined in the 

development plan for each collection (e.g.: 

Arboretum). 

10.  

 

 

 

10.1  

 

10.11 

 

10.12 

 

10.13 

 

10.14 

 

10.15 

 

10.16 

 

 

10.2  

10.21 

 

10.22  

 

11. Sale of specimens from our collections 11.  
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(Amendment dated March 22, 2005) 

 

11.01 All acquired material collected in the wild 

abroad must be used only for conservation, 

education or research purposes. 

11.02 This policy also applies to material acquired 

before the Convention on Biological Diversity was 

adopted (1992). 

11.03 Material may be transferred to a third party 

provided that the latter agrees in writing to comply 

with the commitments made when the material was 

acquired and not to sell it. 

11.04 Material acquired from other botanical 

institutions (including material acquired through an 

Index Seminum) must be handled in accordance 

with the CBD and the acquisition conditions agreed 

to between the institution in question and the 

country where the material originated. 

11.05 All material collected in Canada must comply 

with the code of ethics outlined in Article 7 of this 

Collections Management Policy and may not lead to 

the sale or marketing in any form of endangered or 

vulnerable species in Québec or elsewhere in 

Canada. 

11.06 Material acquired from commercial firms may 

be sold or made available for sale, but all related 

royalties and dividends must be paid. 

2005 3 22  

 

11.01 

 

11.02 

1992

 

11.03 

 

11.04 

CBD

 

11.05 

7

 

11.06 

 

12. To come 

 

Policy on genetically modified organisms. 

Policy on commemorative plantings. 

12.  
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DNA  
  

Canadian Center of DNA Barcoding (CCDB) BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL 
TRANSFER AGREEMENT (BMTA)

 

 

Canadian Center for DNA Barcoding 
 

BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL TRANSFER AGREEMENT (BMTA) 
Version: November 1, 2011 

 
I. DEFINITIONS: 

PROVIDER: Party providing the ORIGINAL MATERIAL, 

represented by the PROVIDER ORGANISATION and 

PROVIDER SCIENTIST. 

- PROVIDER ORGANISATION: Organisation 

providing the ORIGINAL MATERIAL; the name and 

address of this organisation will be specified in the 

Implementing Letter. 

- PROVIDER SCIENTIST: Individual representing 

the PROVIDER ORGANISATION, personally 

responsible for transferring the ORIGINAL 

MATERIAL; the name and contact details or this 

person will be specified in the Implementing Letter. 

 

RECIPIENT: Party receiving the ORIGINAL MATERIAL, 

represented by the RECIPIENT ORGANISATION and 

I.  

 

 

-  

 

-  

 

 

 

 

-  
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RECIPIENT SCIENTIST. 

- RECIPIENT ORGANISATION: Organisation 

receiving the ORIGINAL MATERIAL; the name and 

address of this organisation will be specified in the 

Implementing Letter. 

- RECIPIENT SCIENTIST: Individual representing 

the RECIPIENT ORGANISATION, personally 

responsible for receiving and processing the 

ORIGINAL MATERIAL; the name and contact 

details of this person will be specified in the 

Implementing Letter. 

 

MATERIAL: ORIGINAL MATERIAL and its 

UNMODIFIED DERIVATIVES. The MATERIAL shall not 

include: (a) MODIFICATIONS, or (b) other substances 

created by the RECIPIENT through the use of the 

MATERIAL which are not MODIFICATIONS or 

UNMODIFIED DERIVATIVES. 

- ORIGINAL MATERIAL: The biological specimen(s) 

or tissue sample(s) being transferred; description 

will be specified in the Implementing Letter. 

- UNMODIFIED DERIVATIVES: Substances created 

by the RECIPIENT which constitute an unmodified 

functional sub-unit or product expressed by the 

ORIGINAL MATERIAL. Example: purified or 

fractionated subsets of the ORIGINAL MATERIAL 

(DNA extracts derived from tissue samples). 

 

MODIFICATIONS: Substances created by the 

RECIPIENT which contain/incorporate the MATERIAL. 

Example: PCR products. 

 

COMMERCIAL PURPOSES: The sale, lease, license, 

or other transfer of the MATERIAL or MODIFICATIONS 

to a for-profit organisation. COMMERCIAL PURPOSES 

 

-  

 

 

 

 

(a)  (b)

 

-  

 

-  

 

DNA  

 

 

 PCR  
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shall also include uses of the MATERIAL or 

MODIFICATIONS by any organisation, including 

RECIPIENT, to perform contract research, to screen 

compound libraries, to produce or manufacture products 

for general sale, or to conduct research activities that 

result in any sale, lease, license, or transfer of the 

MATERIAL or MODIFICATIONS to a for-profit 

organisation. However, industrially sponsored academic 

research shall not be considered a use of the 

MATERIAL or MODIFICATIONS for COMMERCIAL 

PURPOSES per se, unless any of the above conditions 

of this definition are met. 

 

NONPROFIT ORGANISATION(S): A university or other 

institution of higher education, a scientific research 

organisation, museum or government agency. 

 

 

 

 

II. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT 

Pursuant to the RECIPIENT’s and PROVIDER’s mutual 

consent to transfer BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL identified 

in the Implementing Letter, the PROVIDER and the 

RECIPIENT agree to the following: 

 

1. The ORIGINAL MATERIAL specified in the attached 

Implementing Letter is the property of the PROVIDER 

and is made available as a service to the research 

community. This MATERIAL will be used for teaching 

and academic research purposes only. 

 

2. The MATERIAL is provided at no cost; no transmittal 

fee will be requested by the PROVIDER. 

 

3. The PROVIDER may, at their discretion, specify in the 

Implementing Letter the conditions on which the 

MATERIAL is being sent and, by signing the 

 

 

 

1. 

 

 

2.  

 

 

3. 
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Implementing Letter, the RECIPIENT will agree to these 

conditions. 

a) Permanent loan: any MATERIAL remaining after 

the completion of the research may remain in 

possession of the RECIPIENT SCIENTIST and stored 

indefinitely at the RECIPIENT ORGANISATION; the 

PROVIDER retains ownership of the ORIGINAL 

MATERIAL and any MATERIAL contained or 

incorporated in MODIFICATIONS and UNMODIFIED 

DERIVATIVES. 

b) Donation: the PROVIDER waives its right of 

ownership of this MATERIAL to the RECIPIENT, thereby 

giving the recipient full rights to use it in other studies or 

redistribute it within the RECIPIENT ORGANISATION 

and to other NON-PROFIT ORGANISATIONS at its sole 

discretion. 

c) Temporary loan: any MATERIAL remaining after 

the completion of the research must be either destroyed 

or returned to the PROVIDER, upon mutual consent; the 

PROVIDER retains ownership of the ORIGINAL 

MATERIAL and any MATERIAL contained or 

incorporated in MODIFICATIONS and UNMODIFIED 

DERIVATIVES. Important: see note below! 

d) If loan conditions are not specified by the 

PROVIDER in the Implementing Letter, the MATERIAL 

will be regarded as being sent on a permanent loan 

basis. 

Note: It is understood that tissue samples transferred 

under this Agreement are destined for consumptive 

analyses and no responsibility shall be assumed by the 

RECIPIENT if the ORIGINAL MATERIAL or its 

UNMODIFIED DERIVATIVES are used up completely 

and cannot be returned. If repatriation (return) of 

residual tissue, specimens, or DNA (ORIGINAL 

MATERIAL and/or UNMODIFIED DERIVATIVES) is 

  

 a)  

 

 

b)  

 

 c)  

 

 

 d) 

 

 

DNA
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requested by the PROVIDER, a cost recovery fee will 

be charged by the RECIPIENT, and a cost estimate 

should be negotiated under a separate agreement. 

 

4. The RECIPIENT retains ownership of: 

a) MODIFICATIONS (except that, the PROVIDER 

retains ownership rights to the MATERIAL included 

therein), and 

b) those substances created through the use of the 

MATERIAL or MODIFICATIONS, but which are not 

UNMODIFIED DERIVATIVES or MODIFICATIONS (i.e., 

do not contain the ORIGINAL MATERIAL or 

UNMODIFIED DERIVATIVES). 

Note: If either a) or b) results from the collaborative 

efforts of the PROVIDER and the RECIPIENT, joint 

ownership may be negotiated under a separate 

agreement. 

 

5. The RECIPIENT ORGANISATION and the 

RECIPIENT SCIENTIST agree that the MATERIAL: 

a) is to be used solely for teaching and academic 

research purposes; 

b) will not be used in human subjects, in clinical trials, 

or for diagnostic purposes involving human subjects 

without the written consent of the PROVIDER; 

c) is to be used only at the RECIPIENT 

ORGANISATION and only in the RECIPIENT 

SCIENTIST's laboratory under the direction of the 

RECIPIENT SCIENTIST or others working under his/her 

direct supervision; and 

d) will not be transferred to anyone else outside the 

RECIPIENT ORGANISATION without the prior written 

consent of the PROVIDER. 

 

4. 

 

 a) 

 

 b) 

 

 a) b)

 

 

5. 

 

 a) 

 

 b) 

 

 c) 

 

 d) 

 

 

c) d)  

 

6. 
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Note: sections (c) and (d) do not apply if ORIGINAL 

MATERIAL is being transferred as a donation. 

 

6. The RECIPIENT agrees to refer to the PROVIDER 

any request for the MATERIAL from anyone other than 

those persons working under the RECIPIENT 

SCIENTIST's direct supervision. To the extent supplies 

are available, the PROVIDER agrees to make the 

MATERIAL available, under a separate Implementing 

Letter to this Agreement or other agreement having 

terms consistent with the terms of this Agreement, to 

other scientists (at least those at NONPROFIT 

ORGANISATION(S)) who wish to replicate the 

RECIPIENT SCIENTIST's research; provided that such 

other scientists reimburse the PROVIDER for any costs 

relating to the preparation and distribution of the 

MATERIAL. 

a) The RECIPIENT and/or the RECIPIENT SCIENTIST 

shall have the right, without restriction, to distribute 

substances created by the RECIPIENT through the use 

of the ORIGINAL MATERIAL only if those substances 

are not UNMODIFIED DERIVATIVES, or 

MODIFICATIONS. 

b) Under a separate Implementing Letter to this 

Agreement (or an agreement at least as protective of the 

PROVIDER's rights), the RECIPIENT may distribute 

MODIFICATIONS to NONPROFIT ORGANISATION(S) 

for research and teaching purposes only. 

c) Without written consent from the PROVIDER, the 

RECIPIENT and/or the RECIPIENT SCIENTIST may not 

provide MODIFICATIONS for COMMERCIAL 

PURPOSES. It is recognized by the RECIPIENT that 

such COMMERCIAL PURPOSES may require a 

commercial license from the PROVIDER and the 

PROVIDER has no obligation to grant a commercial 

 

 

 a) 

 

b) 

 

 c) 
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license to its ownership interest in the MATERIAL 

incorporated in the MODIFICATIONS. Nothing in this 

paragraph, however, shall prevent the RECIPIENT from 

granting commercial licenses under the RECIPIENT's 

intellectual property rights claiming such 

MODIFICATIONS, or methods of their manufacture or 

their use. 

Note: restrictions in section (b) do not apply if the 

MATERIAL is being transferred as a donation. 

 

7. The RECIPIENT acknowledges that the MATERIAL is 

or may be the subject of, a patent application. Except as 

provided in this Agreement, no express or implied 

licenses or other rights are provided to the RECIPIENT 

under any patents, patent applications, trade secrets or 

other proprietary rights of the PROVIDER, including any 

altered forms of the MATERIAL made by the 

PROVIDER. In particular, no express or implied licenses 

or other rights are provided to use the MATERIAL, 

MODIFICATIONS, or any related patents of the 

PROVIDER for COMMERCIAL PURPOSES. 

 

8. If the RECIPIENT desires to use or license the 

MATERIAL or MODIFICATIONS for COMMERCIAL 

PURPOSES, the RECIPIENT agrees, in advance of 

such use, to negotiate in good faith with the PROVIDER 

to establish the terms of a commercial license. It is 

understood by the RECIPIENT that the PROVIDER shall 

have no obligation to grant such a license to the 

RECIPIENT, and may grant exclusive or non-exclusive 

commercial licenses to others, or sell or assign all or part 

of the rights in the MATERIAL to any third party(ies), 

subject to any pre-existing rights held by others and 

obligations to the Federal Government. 

b)

 

 

7. 

 

 

8. 

 

 

9. 
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9. The RECIPIENT is free to file patent application(s) 

claiming inventions made by the RECIPIENT through 

the use of the MATERIAL but agrees to notify the 

PROVIDER upon filing a patent application claiming 

MODIFICATIONS or method(s) of manufacture or use(s) 

of the MATERIAL. 

 

10. Any MATERIAL delivered pursuant to the Agreement 

is understood to be experimental in nature and may 

have hazardous properties. However, by signing the 

Implementing Letter the PROVIDER acknowledges in 

good faith that the ORIGINAL MATERIAL is free of 

known biological or other hazards and that general 

precautions (e.g., use of proper fixatives) have been 

taken to minimise potential health risks to individuals 

who may be exposed to this material during shipment 

and/or processing. Otherwise the PROVIDER makes no 

representations and extends no warranties of any kind, 

either expressed or implied, of merchantability or fitness 

for a particular purpose. 

 

11. By signing the Implementing letter the PROVIDER 

acknowledges that the ORIGINAL MATERIAL has been 

collected under applicable collection and animal care 

permits in the country of origin and that the necessary 

export/import documentation has been provided, 

including, but not limited to: 

a) export permit from the country of origin (if 

applicable); 

b) CITES registry certificate for the PROVIDER 

INSTITUTION (if applicable); 

c) Canadian Food Inspection Agency import permit (if 

applicable). 

 

 

10. 

 

 

 

11. 

 

 a) 

 

 b) 

 

 c) 

 

  

 

12. 
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Note: The RECIPIENT is not an enforcement authority 

and shall not be held responsible in the event the 

provider fails to supply any applicable documentation. 

Upon request, the RECIPIENT may advise on or assist 

the PROVIDER in obtaining relevant Canadian import 

permits. 

 

12. Except to the extent prohibited by law, the 

RECIPIENT assumes all liability for damages which may 

arise from the use, storage or disposal of the 

MATERIAL. The PROVIDER will not be liable to the 

RECIPIENT for any loss, claim or demand made by the 

RECIPIENT, or made against the RECIPIENT by any 

other party, due to or arising from the use of the 

MATERIAL by the RECIPIENT, except when caused by 

the gross negligence or willful misconduct of the 

PROVIDER, specifically in cases outlined in Paragraphs 

10 and 11. 

 

13. This agreement shall not be interpreted to prevent or 

delay publication of research findings resulting from the 

use of the MATERIAL or the MODIFICATIONS. The 

RECIPIENT SCIENTIST agrees to provide appropriate 

acknowledgement of the source of the MATERIAL in all 

publications directly resulting from use of this 

MATERIAL. If co-authorship is requested by the 

PROVIDER, this is to be negotiated under a separate 

agreement. 

 

14. This Agreement will terminate on the earliest of the 

following dates: 

a) When the MATERIAL becomes generally available 

from third parties, for example, through public 

depositories, provided that the RECIPIENT shall be 

10 11

 

 

13. 

 

 

14. 

 

 a) 

 

 b) 

 

 c) 30
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bound to the PROVIDER by the least restrictive terms 

applicable to the MATERIAL obtained from the 

then-available sources. 

b) On completion of the RECIPIENT's research with the 

MATERIAL, provided that the RECIPIENT will 

discontinue use of the MATERIAL and will, upon 

agreement with the PROVIDER, return or destroy any 

remaining MATERIAL. The RECIPIENT, at its discretion, 

will also either destroy the MODIFICATIONS or remain 

bound by the terms of this agreement as they apply to 

MODIFICATIONS. 

c) On thirty (30) days written notice by either party to 

the other. In the event the PROVIDER terminates this 

Agreement other than for breach of this Agreement or for 

cause such as patent infringement, the PROVIDER will 

defer the effective date of termination for a period of up 

to one year, upon request from the RECIPIENT, to 

permit completion of research in progress. Upon the 

effective date of termination, or if requested, the deferred 

effective date of termination, RECIPIENT will 

discontinue use of the MATERIAL and will, upon 

agreement with the PROVIDER, return or destroy any 

remaining MATERIAL. The RECIPIENT, at its discretion, 

will also either destroy the MODIFICATIONS or remain 

bound by the terms of this agreement as they apply to 

MODIFICATIONS. 

Note: section b) only applies if MATERIAL is being 

transferred as temporary loan; paragraphs 8, 12 and 13 

shall survive termination. 

1

 

 b)

 8 12 13
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Biological Materials-Transfer Agreement  
Implementing Letter  
 
The purpose of this letter is to provide a record of the biological material transfer, to memorialize the 

agreement between the PROVIDER SCIENTIST (identified below) and the RECIPIENT SCIENTIST 

(identified below) to abide by all terms and conditions of the Biological Material Transfer Agreement. The 

Implementing Letter is effective when signed by all parties. The parties executing this Implementing Letter 

certify that their respective organisations have accepted and signed an unmodified copy of the BMTA, and 

further agree to be bound by its terms for the transfer specified below. 

BTMA

BTMA

 

 

1. PROVIDER:  
PROVIDER SCIENTIST:   PROVIDER ORGANISATION:  
Name:  
Position:  
Phone:  
E-mail:  
 

2. RECIPIENT:  
RECIPIENT SCIENTIST:   RECIPIENT ORGANISATION:  
Name:     Canadian Centre for DNA Barcoding 
Position:     Biodiversity Institute of Ontario 
Phone:     University of Guelph 50 Stone Road East 
E-mail:    Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1G 2W1 
     Fax: +1 519 824-5703 
 

3. Description of ORIGINAL MATERIAL (to be filled by the PROVIDER): 
 

Type of material sent:   Conditions on which material is being sent 

    
□ whole voucher   □ permanent loan  

□ tissue sample    □ Temporary loan  

□ DNA extract  DNA   □ donation  
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□ PCR product  PCR    □ subsampling  

 

Note: If loan conditions are not specified, the MATERIAL is assumed to be sent as permanent loan 
  

 

4. Sampling kit and shipping details:  
(to be filled by the PROVIDER)  
Specify type of sample medium   Type of medium: Quantity:  
and number of units requested:  □ 96-well microplates 96  

 □ Tube racks with silicone stoppers 

      
     □ Plant tube racks  

      
Repatriation of ORIGINAL MATERIAL:  
Repatriation requested (NB! cost recovery charges apply): □ Vouchers □ Tissue □ DNA 

  □  □  □ DNA 

 

I hereby certify that I have read and accepted the conditions of the attached BMTA: 
 On behalf of the PROVIDER   On behalf of the RECIPIENT 
      

 Signature :    Signature : 
 Date signed :   Date signed : 
The PROVIDER SCIENTIST should specify the loan conditions and details for the MATERIAL to be sent by 

filling out the digital version of this form and e-mailing it to the RECIPIENT SCIENTIST. The RECIPIENT 

SCIENTIST will sign two hard copies of this letter and send them to the PROVIDER, together with the 

sample submission package. The PROVIDER should then sign one copy and forward it back together 

with the ORIGINAL MATERIAL, as negotiated. 

2

1
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“The New Age of the Nagoya 
Protocol83”  
 

2014 10

 

 

 

                                            
83 http://natureconservation.pensoft.net/articles.php?id=5412 
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ABS IRCC
 

National Record Type:84 #ABSCH-IRCC 

Permits or their equivalent constituting an internationally recognized certificate of 
compliance (IRCC) 

Mandatory information fields are marked with an asterisk. Failure to provide information for 
these fields may result in the permit or its equivalent not being made available to the ABS 

Clearing-House and consequently the internationally recognized certificate of compliance will 
not be constituted. Non-mandatory fields do not need to be completed in order to constitute an 

internationally recognized certificate of compliance. 

 

IINTRODUCTION 

Parties requiring prior informed consent (PIC) are to provide for the issuance 
of a permit or its equivalent at the time of access as evidence of the decision 
to grant PIC and of the establishment of mutually agreed terms (MAT) 
(Article 3, paragraph 3(e)). This information is to be made available to the 
ABS Clearing-House in accordance with Article 14, paragraph 2(c).  

Article 17, paragraph 2, provides that a permit or its equivalent issued in 
accordance with Article 6, paragraph 3(e), and made available to the ABS 
Clearing-House, shall constitute an internationally recognized certificate of 
compliance (IRCC).  

Article 17, paragraph 3, further establishes that the internationally 
recognized certificate of compliance shall serve as evidence that the genetic 
resource which it covers has been accessed in accordance with PIC and that 
MAT have been established, as required by the domestic access and benefit 
sharing legislation or regulatory requirements of the Party providing prior 
                                            
84 National records contain information that is typically required to be reported as part of a Party’s 
obligations under the Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit-sharing and must be validated by the 
ABS-CH  publishing authority prior to being made available in the ABS Clearing-House. The 
information submitted through this common format will be made available at 
https://absch.cbd.int/search/national-records/IRCC. 
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informed consent. 

 Article 17, paragraph 4, provides that the internationally recognized 
certificate of compliance shall contain the following minimum information 
when it is not confidential: 

(a) Issuing authority; 

(b) Date of issuance; 

(c) The provider; 

(d) Unique identifier of the certificate; 

(e) The person or entity to whom prior informed consent was granted; 

(f) Subject-matter or genetic resources covered by the certificate; 

(g) Confirmation that mutually agreed terms were established; 

(h) Confirmation that prior informed consent was obtained; and 

(i) Commercial and/or non-commercial use. 

 

In accordance with the above, Parties are required to fill out the form.  At a 
minimum, the mandatory fields should be filled out with the information 
contained in the permit (or its equivalent) issued at national level. If 
information to be included in a mandatory field is confidential, the field can 
be marked as confidential. Parties can also include additional information, 
including copies of the permit or its equivalent, if they so decide.  

Once this information is published in the ABS Clearing-House, an 
internationally recognized certificate of compliance is issued/constituted. 
The ABS Clearing-House will then send a courtesy copy of the 
internationally recognized certificate by electronic means to: 

(a) The national focal point (NFP) and the competent national authority (CNA) or 
authorities of the country responsible for issuing the permits or its equivalent;  

(b) The provider, if this information is not confidential; and 

(c) The person or entity to whom prior informed consent was granted, if this 
information is not confidential. 
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The internationally recognized certificate of compliance plays a key role in 
monitoring and enhancing transparency about the utilization of genetic 
resources along the value chain (research, development, innovation, 
pre-commercialization or commercialization). 

Please note that all information submitted to the ABS Clearing-House will be made public and 
therefore, confidential information should not be submitted. Publishing authorities are reminded 
that it is their responsibility to ensure that any confidentiality clauses in mutually agreed terms 
are respected.  

GGeneral iinformation 

1. *Is this a new record or 
a modification to an 
existing record: 

 

 

 Information is being submitted for the 
issuance of a new internationally recognized 
certificate of compliance; 
 

OR 
 

 Information is being submitted for the 
modification of an existing internationally 
recognized certificate of compliance; 

└Please provide a link to existing record 
<clearing-house record number> 

└Please indicate what the intent of the 
modification is:  

 Update: Information is being 
submitted to replace a previously 
issued internationally recognized 
certificate of compliance (a new 
certificate will be constituted and 
the old one will no longer be valid); 

 

OR 
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 Revoke: An existing permit or 
its equivalent is being revoked and 
the constituted internationally 
recognized certificate of 
compliance will no longer be valid. 

AND 

Provide a summary of the reason 
for the update of the record: <Text 
entry> 

2. *Country: <Country name> 

3. Reference number(s) to 
other internationally 
recognized 
certificate(s) of 
compliance that 
relate(s) to this 
permit:85 

<clearing-house record number>  

Issuing Authority 

4. *Competent national 
authority responsible 
for issuing the permit 
or its equivalent: 

Please enter the clearing-house record number 
containing this information or, if not registered, 
attach a “Contact details” common format:86 
<clearing-house record number>  

 

                                            
85 Sometimes a permit can be related to other previously issued permits, for instance to a permit for 
accessing a soil sample. Depending on the MAT, it is possible that some countries decide to issue 
specific permits for subsequently identified genetic resources from the taken soil sample. For such 
cases, the ABS Clearing-House offers the possibility to link different IRCCs together. IRCCs linked 
through this mechanism will be displayed together and thus facilitate tracking of the IRCCs. 
86 All ABS Clearing-House common formats are available at  https://absch.cbd.int/help. 
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DDetails of the permit or its equivalent  

5. *Reference number of 
the permit or its 
equivalent:87  

<Text entry> 

6. Additional national 
references or 
identifiers:88 

<Text entry> 

7. *Date of issuance of 
the permit or its 
equivalent:89 

<YYYY-MM-DD> 

8. Date of expiry of the 
permit or its 
equivalent:90  

<YYYY-MM-DD> 

PPrior informed consent ((PIC) Information 

9. *The provider:91 Please enter the clearing-house record number 
containing this information or, if not registered, 
attach a “Contact details” common format   

<clearing-house record number>  

OR 

 Confidential information 

                                            
87 This field will also appear as the title of this record  
88 Please provide information on any national identifiers that may aid users to search and retrieve 
information on the permit or its equivalent. 
89 This field refers to the date of issuance of the national permit. This information is mandatory and 
key to ensure legal certainty regarding the right of the user to utilize the genetic resource covered by 
the permit. 
90 Two months before the permit expires, an email is sent to the CNA alerting of the date of expiry of 
the IRCC. After the date of expiry of the permit, the IRCC constituted from that information will be 
marked as expired. 
91 Please provide the name and contact details of the person or entity that holds the right to grant 
access to the genetic resources in accordance with domestic legislation. If the information is marked as 
confidential the provider will not be able to receive the courtesy copy of the IRCC or the CPC. If the 
person or entity has already been registered with the Clearing-House, provide the appropriate record 
number. Alternatively, please download and complete the contact details format.All ABS 
Clearing-House common formats are available at  https://absch.cbd.int/help. 
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10. *Confirmation that 
prior informed consent 
(PIC) was obtained or 
granted:92  

 Yes  
 

11. Additional information 
about the prior 
informed consent 
(PIC):93 

 

<Text entry> 

and/or <URL and website name> 
and/or <Attachment> 

12. *Person or entity to 
whom prior informed 
consent (PIC) was 
granted:94 

Please enter the clearing-house record number 
containing this information or, if not registered, 
attach a “Contact details” common format  : 
<clearing-house record number>  

OR 

 Confidential information 

Mutually agreed terms  (MAT)  Innformation 

13. *Confirmation that 
mutually agreed terms 
(MAT) were 
established:95 

 Yes  
 

14. Additional information <Text entry> 

                                            
92 If PIC has not been obtained or granted, this record cannot be posted in the ABS Clearing-House 
and, therefore, the internationally recognized certificate of compliance will not be issued. 
93 If applicable, please provide any additional information about the prior informed consent, including 
links or attachments Detailed information may be provided in an the link or attach the documents 
attached document. 
94 Please provide the name and contact details of the person or entity to whom prior informed consent 
was granted. If the information is marked as confidential that person will not be able to receive the 
courtesy copy of the IRCC or the CPC If the person or entity has already been registered with the 
Clearing-House, provide the appropriate record number. Alternatively, please download and complete 
the contact details format.following common format: Reference record no. 1 (Contact details). All ABS 
Clearing-House common formats are available at  https://absch.cbd.int/help. 
95 If no mutually agreed terms (MAT) have been established, this record cannot be published in the 
ABS Clearing-House and, therefore, an internationally recognized certificate of compliance can not be 
issued. 
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about the mutually 
agreed terms (MAT) - 
Information:96 

and/or <URL and website name> 
and/or <Attachment> 

 

 

 

SSubject--mmatter  

15. *Subject-matter or 
genetic resources 
covered by the permit 
or its equivalent:97 

<Text entry> 
AND/OR 

Specimen data: 
<Link to a voucher specimen held in an 
appropriate facility> 
AND/OR 

 Taxonomy:  
<Link to record in external database, e.g. GBIF, 
Catalogue of Life> 
AND/OR 

 Geographic coordinates: 
<GIS data>98 

OR 

 Confidential 
information 

                                            
96 If applicable, please provide any information about the mutually agreed terms. For example, this 
may include information on conditions for access and for benefit-sharing and other relevant 
information included in the mutually agreed terms. Detailed information may be provided in an 
attached document. 
97 Please provide information on the subject matter or genetic resources covered by the permit. This 
could include biota at any taxonomic rank, which may carry a taxonomic name. It may also include a 
locality of collection of the material. It may also be possible to identify the genetic resource through 
reference to a voucher specimen or field notes held in an identified archive or collection. Providing 
details about the subject matter or genetic resource covered by the permit or its equivalent can provide 
additional legal certainty. 
98 Limited to .geojson files (http://www.geojson.org/) 
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16. Keywords to describe 
the subject-matter or 
genetic resource(s) 
covered by the permit 
or its equivalent:99 

-Types of organisms: 

 Plants100 

 Animals 

 Microorganism101 

 Fungi 

 Domestic species  

 Wild species  

- Area of access of the genetic resource: 

 Agricultural areas 

 Forest 

 Inland waters  

 Dry and sub-humid areas 

 Marine and coastal areas 

 Mountains 

 Protected areas  

 Islands 

 Ex situ collections 

 Soil or/and water samples 

 Traditional knowledge associated with 
genetic resources 

                                            
99 Select all relevant keywords from the list below to describe the subject-matter or genetic 
resource(s) covered by the permit or its equivalent to facilitate your record to be found in the search. 
100 This includes algae. 
101 This could include, among others, archaea, bacteria, chromista, protozoa and viruses. 
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IInformation on the utilization of the genetic resource(s)102  

17. *Indicate if the permit 
or its equivalent covers 
commercial and/or 
non-commercial use:  

 Commercial    
AND/OR 

 Non-commercial.  

OR 

dential information 

18. Additional information 
about the uses covered 
by the permit or its 
equivalent or use 
restrictions:103 

 
<Text entry> 
 

19. Conditions for third 
party transfer:104  

<Text entry> 
 

Documentation 

20. Copy of permit or its 
equivalent, or other 
relevant open-access 
document:105 

<URL and website name> 

And/or <Attachment> 
Short description: <Text entry> 

Additional IInformation 

                                            
102 The information included in this section of the IRCC is meant to allow anyone verifying that the 
use of the genetic resource at any stage of research, development, innovation, pre-commercialization or 
commercialization is done in accordance with the conditions of use of PIC and MAT. 
103 Access can be granted only for specified uses (e.g. for medical use), or on the contrary access could 
be granted for multiple uses but with specific restrictions applying (e.g. restriction to obtain 
intellectual property rights). If applicable, please provide any additional information about the specific 
uses or any use restrictions covered by the permit or its equivalent. 
104 Where a permit or its equivalent establish conditions or restrictions regarding the transfer to a 
third party, it will help to make this information available through the ABS Clearing-House in order to 
monitor the utilization of genetic resources and enhance legal certainty.  
105 Please use this field to upload a copy of the permit or its equivalent or other relevant document if 
desired, or provide a link to its equivalent on a national website. Include a short description of the link 
or attachment. Note that this information will be made publicly available through the ABS 
Clearing-House and therefore should not contain confidential information, nor links to information 
that has restricted access. 
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21. Any other relevant 
information:106 

 

<Text entry> 

and/or <URL and website name> 

and/or <Attachment> 

22. Notes:107 <Text entry> 

 

RRecord vvalidation (offline submission only) 

*Country: <Country name> 

*Name of the ABS-CH 
publishing authority: 

<Text entry> 

*Date: <YYYY-MM-DD> 

I hereby confirm that the above information is correct and agree to its 
inclusion in the ABS Clearing-House. 

*Signature of the ABS-CH 
publishing authority: 

 

SSubmission addresses:  

This form should be completed and sent by e-mail to secretariat@cbd.int  

or alternatively by 

 Fax at +1 514 288-6588; or 
 Postal mail to: 

Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity 
413 rue Saint-Jacques, suite 800 
Montreal, Québec, H2Y 1N9 
Canada 

                                            
106 Please use this field to provide any other relevant information that may not have been addressed 
elsewhere in the record. 
107 “Notes” field is for your personal notes or comments and will be hidden when viewing the record. 
This field is not meant to be used for confidential information. 
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ABS

National Record Type:108 #ABSCH-CPC 

Information for the checkpoint communiqué (CPC) 

Mandatory information fields are marked with an asterisk. Failure to provide information for 
these fields may result in the record not being made available to the ABS Clearing-House.  

IINTRODUCTION 
Checkpoints will collect and receive relevant information related to prior informed 
consent, to the source of the genetic resource, to the establishment of mutually 
agreed terms, and/or to the utilization of genetic resources (Article17, 
paragraph 1 (a) (i)), including from the internationally recognized certificate of 
compliance, when such a certificate is available. In accordance with 
paragraph 1 (a) (iii) of Article 17, such information collected by the checkpoint 
needs to be provided to relevant national authorities, to the Party providing prior 
informed consent and to the ABS Clearing-House, as appropriate.  
On the basis of the information collected or received by the checkpoint and  provided 
by the national publishing authority to the ABS Clearing-House, a courtesy copy of 
the record will be automatically sent by electronic means to the following entities, 
as appropriate:  

 The designated national authority/ies as determined in the common format on 
checkpoints;  

 The national focal point (NFP) and the competent national authority/ies (CNA) of the 
country providing of the genetic resource; and 

 The person or entity to whom prior informed consent was granted, if this information is 
not confidentialThis form facilitates the flow of information between checkpoints and 
all parties involved, allowing countries to monitor the utilization of genetic resources. 

 

General information 

1. *Is this a new record or a 
modification to an 
existing record: 

 New record 
OR 

 Update of an existing record  
                                            
108 National records contain information that is typically required to be reported as part of a Party’s 
obligations under the Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit-sharing and must be validated by the 
ABS-CH publishing authority prior to being made available in the ABS Clearing-House. The 
information submitted through this common format will be made available at http://absch.cbd.int/xxx. 
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<clearing-house record number>109 

2. *Country issuing the 
checkpoint communiqué:  

<Country name> 

3. *Title of this checkpoint 
communiqué110 

<Title of checkpoint communiqué> 

4. Checkpoint/s that 
collected or received the 
information:111  

Please enter the clearing-house record 
number containing this information: 
<clearing-house record number>  

DDetails of the internationally recognized certificate of compliance  

5. *Links to  
internationally 
recognized certificate(s) 
of compliance (IRCC) 
that relate(s) to this 
communiqué 112: 

<Unique identifier of the internationally 
recognized certificate of compliance> 

OR 

 The internationally recognized certificate 
of compliance is not available  (please fill the 
sections  6 to 12 below)  

 IInformation to be collected or received when the internationally recognized 
certificate of compliance is not available. 

6. *Source of the genetic 
resource:113 

<Country name> 

                                            
109 ABS-CH record numbers can be found http://absch.cbd.int/xxx. 
110 This field serves as the title of the record, therefore it needs to be distinct and help to easily 
identify the record in the ABS Clearing-House. 
111 In this field you can select from the existing ABS-CH records, the record of the checkpoint/s that 
collected or received the information.   
112 Here, the reference of the IRCC is to be included if a user of a genetic resource presented an IRCC 
to the checkpoint. Use the different filters or the unique identifier in the text field to search for the 
existing relevant IRCC. If the IRCC is not available you need to select the option “This information is 
not available” and the grey box below will be enabled. 
113 Select the country/ies which is /are the source of the genetic resource. The country/ies selected will 
be the ones receiving the CPC issued from the information registered. 
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7. *Subject-matter or 
genetic resources 
relevant to the 
information collected or 
received:114 

<Text entry> 
AND/OR 

Specimen data: <Link to a voucher 
specimen held in an appropriate facility> 
AND/OR 

 Taxonomy: <Link to record in external 
database, e.g. GBIF, Catalogue of Life> 
AND/OR 

 Geographic coordinates: <GIS data>115 

                                            
114 Please provide details on the subject-matter or genetic resources relevant to the information 
collected or received by the checkpoint. This could include biota at any taxonomic rank, which may 
carry a taxonomic name. It may also include a locality of collection of the material. It may also be 
possible to identify the genetic resource through reference to a voucher specimen or field notes held in 
an identified archive or collection. Providing details about the subject matter or genetic resource 
covered by the permit or its equivalent can provide additional legal certainty. 
115 Limited to .geojson files (http://www.geojson.org/) 
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8. Keywords to describe the 
subject-matter or genetic 
resource(s) covered by 
the permit or its 
equivalent 116 

-Types of organisms: 

 Plants 117 

 Animals 

 Microorganism118 

 Fungi 

 Domestic species 

 Wild species 

- Area of access of the genetic resource: 

 Agricultural areas 

 Forests 

 Inland waters  

 Dry and sub-humid areas 

 Marine and coastal areas 

 Mountains 

 Protected areas  

 Islands 

 Ex situ collections 

 Soil or/and water samples 

 Traditional knowledge associated with 
genetic resources 

9. Reference or evidence of 
prior informed consent 
(PIC) 119: 

<Text entry> 

 

                                            
116 Select all relevant keywords from the list below to describe the subject-matter or genetic 
resource(s) relevant to the information collected or received by the checkpoint to facilitate your record 
to be found in the search. 
117 This includes algae. 
118 This could include, among others, archaea, bacteria, chromista, protozoa and viruses. 
119 This field is to provide information on PIC. This includes information on any national reference or 
identifiers that may aid users to search and retrieve information related to PIC, the permit or its 
equivalent in their national files. 
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10. Person or entity who 
granted prior informed 
consent (PIC): 

Please enter the clearing-house record 
number containing this information or, if not 
registered, attach a “Contact details” common 
format120   

<clearing-house record number> 

 

11. Person or entity to whom 
prior informed consent 
(PIC) was granted:121 

Please enter the clearing-house record 
number containing this information or, if not 
registered, attach a “Contact details”  
common format122: <clearing-house record 
number> 

 

12. Reference or evidence of 
establishment of 
mutually agreed terms 
(MAT) 123: 

<Text entry> 

 

                                            
120 All ABS Clearing-House common formats are available at http://absch.cbd.int/xxx. 
121 Please provide the contact details of the person or entity to whom prior informed consent was 
granted.   
122 All ABS Clearing-House common formats are available at http://absch.cbd.int/xxx. 
123 This field is to provide information on MAT. This includes information on any national reference or 
identifiers that may aid users to search and retrieve information related to MAT, the permit or its 
equivalent in their national files. 
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IInformation on the utilization of the genetic resource(s)  

13. *Short description of the 
information collected or 
received by the 
checkpoint relevant to 
the utilization of genetic 
resources, including the 
type of use:124  

<Text entry> 

 

14. *Person or entity 
utilizing the genetic 
resource at the 
checkpoint:125 

Please enter the clearing-house record 
number containing this information or, if not 
registered, attach a “Contact details” common 
format126: <clearing-house record number> 

15. Date on which the 
information was collected 
or received: 

<YYYY-MM-DD> 

OR 

From <YYYY-MM-DD> to <YYYY-MM-DD> 

16. Upload relevant 
document: 127: 

<Attachment> 

and/or <URL and website name> 

Additional Information 

17. Additional 
Information:128 

<Text entry> 

                                            
124 This could include information on utilization of genetic resources at, inter alia, any stage of 
research, development, innovation, pre-commercialization or commercialization. For instance, in cases 
where the checkpoint is a patent office, this would include information related to the demand of a 
patent based on the relevant genetic resource. The information provided will allow the provider of the 
genetic resource to check whether the use of the genetic resource is in conformity with PIC and MAT 
and that benefits are shared in accordance with MAT 
125 This information allows the provider of the genetic resource to check whether the person or entity 
to whom the PIC was granted is the same person or entity providing evidence of PIC and MAT at the 
checkpoint. In case of discrepancy, providers can verify information and conditions related to third 
party transfer. 
126 All ABS Clearing-House common formats are available at http://absch.cbd.int/xxx. 
127 An attachment is preferred. Otherwise, provide the location of the document, i.e. web address 
including the URL of the website (e.g. http://absch.cbd.int/) and the name of the website (e.g. “Access 
and Benefit-sharing Clearing-House”).  
128 Please use this field to provide any other relevant information that may not have been addressed 
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 and/or <URL and website name> 

and/or <Attachment> 

Notes:129 <Text entry> 

 

RRecord validation ((offline submission only) 

*Country: <Country name> 

*Name of the ABS-CH 
national authority: 

<Text entry> 

*Date: <YYYY-MM-DD> 

I hereby confirm that the above information is correct and agree to its 
inclusion in the ABS Clearing-House. 

*Signature of the ABS-CH 
national authority: 

 

 

Submission addresses: 

This form should be should be completed and sent by e-mail to 
secretariat@cbd.int  
 
or alternatively by 

 
 Fax at +1 514 288-6588; or 
 Postal mail to: 

Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity 
413 rue Saint-Jacques, suite 800 
Montreal, Québec, H2Y 1N9 
Canada 

 

                                                                                                                                
elsewhere in the record. 
129 Notes” field is for your personal notes or comments and will be hidden when viewing the record. 
This field is not meant to be used for confidential information. 
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